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Spatial diversity techniques use multiple transmit and receive antennas (antenna ar-

rays) to improve performance in wireless environments without requiring additional band-

width or loss in throughput. However, the spacing between antenna elements depends on

the carrier wavelength, and this might often exceed the size of modern mobile radios. Thus,

alternative approaches are required to harness spatial diversity in small terminals. Recently,

cooperation among users has been proposed as an alternative means to achieve diversity in

wireless networks with small radios. In this proposal, we develop collaboration schemes

for scenarios in which radios in a network cooperate to improve performance. Since ra-

dios in a wireless network are typically separated in space, the different nodes can pool

their resources together to form a virtual antenna array. The elements of the antenna array

can then collaborate by exchanging information with each other in order to achieve di-

versity gains. The information exchanged by the collaborating nodes is called cooperation

overhead. Our schemes are targeted towards bandwidth-limited systems in which the coop-

eration overhead should be small. We provide a framework called collaborative decoding

to help design schemes that have low cooperation overhead and still achieve performance

close to that of optimal combining schemes. We present a collaboration technique called

x



improved least-reliable bits (I-LRB) collaborative decoding that provides a higher level

of adaptation than previously proposed cooperative schemes. The I-LRB scheme utilizes

reliability information and information about competing paths in soft-input soft-output de-

coders to adaptively select the amount of information that is needed to correct a particular

part of a message, as well as which bits should be exchanged. Simulation results show that

the proposed approach offers a significant performance advantage over existing coopera-

tion techniques. For example, I-LRB can provide a30%-60% improvement in throughput

with respect to traditional cooperation schemes in bandwidth-constrained systems.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Multipath fading is one of the most common problems associated with wireless com-

munications. Reflections from and refraction through various objects in the channel cause

multiple attenuated and delayed copies of the transmitted signal to constructively or de-

structively combine at the destination. Fading can cause severe fluctuations in the signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR), which in turn affects system performance. Various techniques like

equalization, error-control coding and diversity combining are used independently or in

conjunction to combat fading. Diversity techniques typically improve performance by

making multiple independent copies of the transmitted signal available to the destina-

tion. These multiple copies can then be optimally combined using various techniques like

maximal-ratio combining (MRC) or equal-gain combining (EGC) [1]. Temporal diversity

is typically achieved through error-control coding. Frequency diversity is achieved by us-

ing various physical layer techniques like frequency hopping or multi-carrier modulation.

Recent advances in space-time coding have proven that processing in the spatial do-

main is an efficient approach to achieve diversity in delay-limited and bandwidth-limited

applications. Space-time codes exploit the multipath nature of the wireless medium to

combat the detrimental effects of fading. Spatial diversity can be achieved by using multi-

ple antennas at the transmitter and/or receiver. However, for significant gains the spacing

between the antenna elements should be at least half the wavelength of the RF carrier. This

prohibits the use of antenna arrays in most small, portable radios. This is the reason why

antenna arrays are not used in the cellular downlink or in ad hoc networks.

In recent years, a number ofnetwork-assisteddiversity techniques have been stud-

ied [2-9]. In these approaches, the users depend on the network to provide diversity at

the physical layer. The broadcast nature of the wireless channel, wherein any node within

1
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range of the transmitter can listen to the transmission, is exploited in this network-based

approach to spatial processing. This property of the wireless medium is referred to as the

wireless broadcast advantage(WBA) [10]. Since nodes in a network are spatially sepa-

rated, the different nodes that receive the transmission from a source can be considered

to be the elements of a virtualantenna array. Since the elements are not physically con-

nected, this is referred to as adistributed array. The different users can then collaborate

with each other to achieve diversity gains. Diversity achieved when users in a network

collaborate to improve each other’s performance has been termedcooperative diversityor

multiuser diversity. We will to use the termuser cooperation[2] to refer to the process of

collaboration between the various users of the network.

A lot of work on user cooperation (including most information-theoretic and a few

practical schemes) is based on simple repetition coding [2-6]. The basic idea of these

schemes is that any user that listens to the transmission from the source forwards the infor-

mation (either the coded bits after decoding or quantized versions of the received symbol

values) to the destination. The amount of information exchanged by the collaborating

nodes is referred to as the cooperation overhead. The use of repetition codes makes these

techniques inefficient in terms of the overhead. Cooperation through the use of more pow-

erful error correction codes has also been proposed in [7, 8]. The disadvantage of these

schemes is that they do not easily scale to large networks (with more than two cooperating

nodes).

1.1 Objectives and Main Contributions

Since the wireless medium is bandwidth-limited, the cooperation overhead is a very

important issue and one that has not been addressed so far in the literature. The objective of

this work is to provide a framework to help develop cooperation strategies that are efficient

in terms of the cooperation overhead. It is also important that the collaboration techniques

extend naturally to multiple cooperating nodes. Using this framework, calledcollabora-

tive decoding, we develop strategies that provide close-to-optimal performance with only
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a fraction of the overhead required by conventional cooperation schemes. Unlike previous

cooperation strategies, collaborative decoding provides a convenient approach to trade per-

formance for overhead, and collaborative decoding scales easily to multiple cooperating

nodes.

Conventional coded cooperation strategies are based on distributed encoding of a mes-

sage among the collaborating nodes. Collaborative decoding is based on a distributed de-

coding of an encoded message among collaborating nodes. All schemes in this dissertation

use soft-input soft-output (SISO) decoders. The magnitude of the output of the SISO de-

coder is called thereliability and is an indication of the correctness of the decoded bit. In all

our schemes, the nodes exchange information for only a fraction of the message bits based

on the reliability information. The design of a collaborative decoding scheme then consists

of the choice of the bits to be exchanged and what information is to be exchanged among

the nodes. In existing cooperation strategies, the messages exchanged by collaborating

nodes is predetermined and fixed. Collaborative decoding adapts the content involved in

cooperation to each channel instantiation. Thus, by tailoring the messages exchanged by

collaborating nodes to the potential bit errors, collaborative decoding aims to lower the

cooperation overhead.

The contributions of this work are two-fold. First the dissertation furthers under-

standing of the fundamental operation of the maximuma posteriori(MAP) convolutional

decoder with the max-log-MAP implementation. In this context the main contributions in

this dissertation are the following:

1. We provide a closed-form approximation to the density and distribution function of
reliabilities at the output of a max-log-MAP SISO decoder. This closed-form esti-
mate is parameterized by a single numerical quantity that can be determined analyt-
ically. The estimates can be can be used to analyze reliability-based systems.

2. Using these closed form approximations we provide an approximation to the bit error
rate of a max-log-MAP decoder in terms of a single Q-function. This is the first such
result in the literature.
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3. We investigate the correlated nature of the soft-output of a max-log-MAP decoder.
The max-log-MAP decoder computes the soft-output for a trellis section by con-
sidering the maximum-likelihood (ML) path and a competing path that differs from
the ML path in the input for that trellis section. We show that the time-correlated
reliabilities occur in a max-log-MAP decoder because the same competing path is
considered in computing the soft-output for adjacent bits.

4. We provide an efficient approach to explicitly compute the ML and competing paths
by using computations that are already performed in the decoder.

The second area of contribution in this dissertation is in applying the knowledge

gained about the operation of the decoder to the design of collaborative decoding. The

main contributions in this area are the following:

1. We design a cooperation strategy calledimproved least-reliable-bits(I-LRB) collab-
orative decoding that has the following features:

• Achieves full diversity in the number of cooperating nodes.

• Requires a fraction of the overhead involved in full maximal-ratio-combining.

• Easily scales to multiple relays.

• Offers the ability to easily trade performance for overhead.

2. I-LRB is adaptive in two levels. The trellis sections for which information is com-
bined are adapted to each channel instantiation. For each trellis section, the amount
of information combined is adapted to the reliability of that trellis section.

3. I-LRB exploits correlated bit reliabilities by computing competing paths in the de-
coder, and utilizes knowledge of the competing paths to reduce cooperation over-
head.

1.2 Outline of the Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter2, we summarize various im-

portant results in the literature that pertain to the idea of user cooperation. These results

provide a basis for comparison with our schemes, and makes it easier to emphasize the

distinction between our approach and the existing schemes. We provide an introduction to

soft-input soft-output (SISO) decoders in Chapter3. A good understand of SISO decoding
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is important to understand the operation of our techniques. We also provide a mathematical

characterization/approximation of the statistics of the SISO decoder output. In Chapter4,

we introduce the concept ofcollaborative decodingin which various users cooperate in

the decoding process and achieve spatial diversity. Though these schemes are suitable for

AWGN channels, we show that these schemes are not suitable for fading channels. We

develop guidelines to help design cooperative diversity protocols for fading channels. We

also develop various guidelines for the design of cooperative protocols in this chapter. In

Chapter5, we study the correlated nature of the output of the SISO decoder. We show

that error events encountered in the SISO decoder can be used to capture this correlation.

We also present a technique to efficiently compute these error events with minimal mod-

ifications to the decoder. Based on the design guidelines presented in Chapter4 and the

technique presented in Chapter5, in Chapter6 we design a collaboration scheme that uti-

lizes the correlated output of the SISO decoder to reduce the cooperation overhead. The

dissertation is concluded in Chapter7.



CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED RESEARCH

In this chapter the idea of cooperative communications is introduced and important

references relating to this broad area are summarized. The objective of the chapter is to

familiarize the reader with the different approaches to user cooperation and the various is-

sues involved in the design of such schemes. We start by introducing the very first ideas of

cooperation and some recent techniques that were proposed in the information theory com-

munity. We then highlight some of the more practical approaches that have been studied in

recent years.

2.1 Information-Theoretic Strategies

Studies on the relay channel in the late1960s can be considered to contain the first

instances of cooperation. The relay channel (shown in Figure2-1) was first introduced and

studied by van der Meulen in 1968 [11]. In this setting, an intermediate node, called the

relay, listens to the transmission from the source to the destination, processes this informa-

tion, and transmits additional information about the initial transmission to the destination.

The destination uses the relay transmission to resolve any ambiguity about the original

transmission. The transmission from the relay is done jointly with the source; i.e., relay

transmission for blocki is super-imposed on blocki+1 sent by the source. Thus, the relay

cooperates with the source to improve reception at the destination.

In 1979, Cover and El Gamal [12] studied the capacity of relay channels under dif-

ferent scenarios. Cover and El Gamal put forward three different approaches to achieve

user cooperation in a relay channel. Infacilitation, the relay passively aids the communi-

cation between a source and destination by not transmitting, thereby reducing interference

to the original communication. Incooperation, the relay decodes the transmission from

6
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Figure 2-1: The relay channel.

the source and provides additional information about the initial transmission to the desti-

nation to aid in recovering the original message. Inobservation, the relay just forwards the

observed symbol values to the destination.

The observation scheme was introduced to overcome a problem with the cooperation

scheme. In cooperation, the relay partitions the set of valid codewords into bins using

the Slepian-Wolf partitioning technique [13] and transmits the bin index of the partition

containing the source message. The destination then uses the set of codewords in the cor-

responding partition to resolve any ambiguity about the transmitted message. However, the

computation of the bin index requires correct decoding at the relay, and thus this scheme is

limited by the rate between the source and the relay. The observation scheme can overcome

this problem because it does not require correct decoding at the relay.

Recent studies of the relay channel can be found in [14-18]. The Cover and El

Gamal scheme is extended to multiple nodes in Gupta and Kumar [14]. In Cover and

El Gamal [12] and Gupta and Kumar [14], the nodes cooperate using block-Markov en-

coding and Slepian-Wolf partitioning [13]. The destination decodes the message using two

transmitted blocks; i.e., upon receiving blocki, the decoder estimates the message in the

previous block (i − 1). The nodes use codebooks of different sizes at the relay and the

source, making it difficult to extend the this strategy to multiple nodes. A technique that

uses codebooks of the same size is proposed in Willems [19] and is extended to multiple

relays in Krameret al. [15]. The use of equal size codebooks makes it easier to extend
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Figure 2-2: The multiple access channel with cooperating encoders.

this scheme to multiple relays. Another advantage of this scheme is that the use of the

complicated Slepian-Wolf binning technique is avoided. The disadvantage manifests itself

as a large decoding delay incurred due to thebackwards decodingtechnique used at the

destination. The coding is done overB blocks and the decoding process can start only

after receiving all theB blocks. The decoding is done in the backward direction, starting

with the last block and ending at the first block. A strategy that avoids Slepian-Wolf parti-

tioning and in which all relays use codebooks of the same size but in which the decoder lag

is reduced to just one block (as in the Cover and El Gamal scheme) is proposed in Xie and

Kumar [16]. An extension of this scheme to multiple relays has also been studied [17, 18].

The information theory community also studied cooperation from the view of a mul-

tiple access channel. In the early1980s user cooperation in the setting of a multiple access

channel was studied [20, 21]. Unlike the relay channel, both the encoders have data to send

to the destination. In Willems [20], the users cooperate over a separate channel before send-

ing their messages. The need for a separate set of channels for cooperation is eliminated

in Willems and van der Meulen [21]. The scenario considered is shown in Figure2-2. The

cooperative transmission works as follows. Each encoder cooperates with the other and

learns the codeword that the other encoder is going to send in the current transmission.

Thus, in transmissioni, each encoder has knowledge of all the previousi−1 codewords of

the other encoder. The encoding process works as follows. Without loss of generality, we
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assume that encoder1 starts the encoding process for transmissioni. Encoder1 forms its

codeword as a function of its own data and the codewords sent by encoder2 in all previous

transmissions. Encoder2 learns the current codeword of encoder1 and forms its own code-

word as a function of its own data and the current and previous codewords of encoder1.

This strategy requires perfect cooperation between the encoders; i.e., each encoder should

learn the codewords of the other encoder without errors. Note that the model of Willems

et al. reduces to the relay channel if one of the encoders has no data of its own to send.

Then that particular encoder will act as a relay for the other encoder. The authors prove that

encoder cooperation increases the capacity of the multiple-access channel when compared

to non-cooperative transmission.

The techniques described in this section depend on information theoretic concepts like

random binning, typical-set and backwards decoding. These are not viable for practical

implementation. In the next section, we review a few practical cooperation strategies based

on simple repetition coding ideas.

2.2 Repetition Based Cooperation

After the work of Willems, the idea of user cooperation was largely ignored until

the late90s. The advances in space-time coding [22, 23] proved that exploiting spatial

diversity with the use of multiple transmit and receive antennas can lead to significant

improvements in data rate. However, small portable radios do not permit the use of multiple

antennas. User cooperation is a natural way to achieve spatial diversity by pooling the

resources of many radios, each equipped with a single antenna. User cooperation in a

wireless scenario was first investigated by Sendonaris, Erkip and Aazhang [2, 5, 6, 24].

Sendonariset al. study the idea of user cooperation in the setting of a cellular CDMA

system. The system model they use is identical to the model shown in Figure2-2. However,

due to the wireless setting the links between the two encoders (thecooperation channels)

are imperfect channels that experience fading.
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The cooperation model is based on the idea of Willemset al., wherein a codeword sent

by one user depends on the codeword sent by the other user. In Sendonariset al. [2], the

authors consider more practical aspects of user cooperation in this scenario. In particular,

the authors begin by using information theory to evaluate the effects of cooperation on

outage probability, diversity, and cellular coverage. Then the authors propose and analyze

the following practical cooperation scheme.

Let Xi(t) andci(t) denote the signals transmitted by useri and the spreading code

used by useri at timet. Then the signals transmitted by the two users are

X1(t) = a11b
(1)
1 (t)c1(t), a12b

(2)
1 (t)c1(t), a13b

(2)
1 (t)c1(t) + a14b̂

(2)
2 (t)c2(t)

X2(t) = a21b
(1)
2 (t)c2(t), a22b

(2)
2 (t)c2(t), a23b̂

(2)
1 (t)c1(t) + a24b

(2)
2 (t)c2(t),

wherebj
i is useri’s jth bit and b̂

(j)
i is the corresponding estimate at the other node. The

parameters{aji} represent how much power is allocated to each bit. Thus, in the first

two periods each user transmits its own bits. In the third period, each encoder sends a

linear combination of its own bits of the second period and its estimate of its partner’s bits

of the second period. Since the basis of cooperation is an estimate of the other encoder’s

codeword, the authors allocate rate and power to guarantee error-free communication on the

cooperation channels. Thus, each encoder’s estimate of the codeword of the other encoder

is perfect. With this system and cooperation model the authors prove that it is possible to

increase the maximum sum-capacity of the network if the transmitter has knowledge of the

channel phase.

Lanemanet al. [3, 4], introduce two broad classes of cooperation techniques called

decode-and-forwardand amplify-and-forward. Their approach is similar to the relay-

channel-based cooperation techniques of Cover and El Gamal. In thedecode-and-forward

scheme, the relays first decode the source message and then forward the re-encoded infor-

mation bits to the destination. This is akin to Coveret al.’s cooperationscheme with the
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Figure 2-3: Thedecode-and-forwardcooperation scheme.

relay transmission consisting of re-encoded information bits instead of Slepian-Wolf bin

indices.

The operation of thedecode-and-forwardscheme is shown in Figure2-3. The scheme

works in two phases as in the conventional relay channel. In the first phase, the source

encodes the information bits (represented by an empty rectangle), and transmits the coded

bits (represented by a solid rectangle). The destination and the relay receive noisy versions

of the coded bits. In the second phase, the relay decodes the information bits, re-encodes

them using the same code used at the source. The re-encoded codeword is then sent to the

destination.

At the end of the second phase, the destination has two independent noisy copies of

the codeword sent by the source (assuming that the relay decoded correctly). These two

independent copies can be combined using various combining schemes like maximal-ratio

combining (MRC) or equal-gain combining (EGC) [1]. This scheme can be considered

as an instance of rate-1/2 repetition coding since the destination receives two independent

copies of the same message. However, the repetition is done by the relay instead of the

source itself.

The effectiveness of cooperative communication schemes is often assessed in terms

of the effects on capacity and on the diversity achieved. The ability to achieve diversity is

quantified in terms of thediversity order, which is defined as the asymptotic slope of the bit

or block error rate curve on log-log scale. If there areM elements in an antenna array, then
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Figure 2-4: Theamplify-and-forwardcooperation scheme.

at mostM independent copies of the message are received. Hence, the maximum diversity

order that can be achieved isM . Any scheme that achieves diversity order that is equal to

the number of cooperating nodes is said to achievefull diversity.

As in the cooperationscheme proposed by Coveret al., the decode-and-forward

scheme depends on correct decoding at the relay. It is proved that thedecode-and-forwardschemes

can provide all of the capacity benefits offered by cooperative transmission, but cannot

achieve full diversity (in the number of collaborating nodes) [3, 4]. The reason is that a

diversity channel is created on the link between the relay and the destination only when

the relay decodes successfully, and hence this scheme is limited by the channel between

the source and the relay. Note that the scheme of Sendonariset al. also falls under the

decode-and-forwardclass of cooperation schemes since a perfect estimate of the partner’s

bits is required for cooperation.

The operation of theamplify-and-forwardscheme is illustrated in Figure2-4. The first

phase is identical to first phase in thedecode-and-forwardscheme. In the second phase, the

relay does not perform decoding. Instead, the relay amplifies/scales its observations (the

received symbol values) subject to a power constraint and forwards it to the destination. If

y is the message received from the source, the transmission of the relay can be expressed

as

x = βy, (2.1)
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where the amplification factorβ is constrained by

β ≤

√
P

|α|2P + N0

. (2.2)

HereP is the maximum transmit power of the source (and relay),α represents the fading

amplitude between the source and relay, andN0/2 is the noise variance. On average, the

scaling factorβ constrains the transmission power of the relay to its maximum allowed

valueP . Unlike thedecode-and-forwardscheme, the relay also amplifies its own receiver

noise. This is identical to Coveret al.’s observationscheme if the amplification factor

is set to unity i.e., if the relays have no power constraint. As in thedecode-and-forward

scheme, the destination has two independent noisy versions of the original codeword that

can be optimally combined. Thus, from the perspective of the destination, it still appears

as though a rate-1/2 repetition code is used at the source. It is shown thatamplify-and-

forwardschemes can achieve full diversity in the number of cooperating nodes [3, 4] .

In thedecode-and-forwardscheme the relay just transmits the binary codeword. In the

amplify-and-forwardscheme, the relay must amplify the received symbols, and retransmit

these amplified soft values. This soft-amplification process will not be practical in many

real systems. Instead, the relay would have to quantize the received symbol values and

then transmit the quantized bits to the receiver. The information exchanged by the relays

in order to improve performance is referred to as thecooperation overhead. Then if B

bits are used for quantization, then the cooperation overhead of theamplify-and-forward

schemes isB times thedecode-and-forwardcooperation overhead. However, theamplify-

and-forwardscheme does not depend on correct decoding at any of the relays. Thus, the

amplify-and-forwardscheme achieves full diversity at the cost of overhead.

The schemes introduced in this section are based on simple repetition coding ideas.

The relays just repeat their estimate of the original codeword or their received symbol

values. In the next section we review a few cooperation strategies that are based on better

error-correction codes.
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Figure 2-5: Coded cooperation using rate-compatible punctured convolutional codes.

2.3 Coded Cooperation

Cooperative diversity through the use of better error-correction codes is calledcoded

cooperation[7]. Other schemes for coded cooperation have also been proposed [8, 9].

Coded cooperation schemes can be divided into two main classes. In the first class of

techniques, distributed encoding is performed among the cooperating nodes, and decoding

takes place only at the destination. In the second class, encoding is performed only at the

source, and decoding takes place in a collaborative manner among the cooperating nodes.

In this section, we review two coded cooperation schemes that belong to the former class.

Techniques belonging to the latter category will be introduced in the following chapters.

Hunter and Nosratinia study the idea of user cooperation using rate-compatible punc-

tured convolutional (RCPC) codes [7, 25, 26]. RCPC codes were introduced by Hage-

nauer [27] as a means to achieve incremental redundancy in ARQ schemes. The operation

of the RCPC-based coded cooperation scheme is illustrated in Figure2-5. For this exam-

ple, we have shown the use of a rate-1/3 convolutional mother code. The data is encoded

with the mother code in the source. Then a part of the codeword (the center part in the

example) is punctured out and the remaining code bits are transmitted. Thus, the relay and

the destination receive noisy versions of a rate-1/2 codeword. The relay decodes this high-

rate transmission and then re-encodes the information bits using the mother code. Then

the relay punctures those sections of the codeword that were transmitted by the source in
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Figure 2-6: Coded cooperation using turbo codes.

the first phase (the first and last parts in the example). The relay then transmits the remain-

ing part of the codeword (the part that was punctured in the first phase) to the destination.

Thus, the destination effectively has all parts of the original mother code. Thus, the relay

transmission helps transform the initial high rate code (rate-1/2) into a decodable lower

rate (rate-1/3) transmission thereby improving performance at the destination.

Zhao and Valenti [8] investigate cooperation using turbo codes [28, 29]. Their scheme

is shown in Figure2-6. A turbo encoder (also shown in Figure2-6) consists of two recursive

systematic convolutional (RSC) encoders. The information bits are fed directly into one

of the encoders and a permuted version of the information bits is fed into the other. The

two sets of parity bits along with the systematic (information) bits form the codeword.

The cooperation scheme works as follows. The source encodes the information bits with

an RSC encoder and transmits the parity bits along with the systematic bits. The relay

decodes this transmission using a convolutional decoder. It permutes its estimate of the

information bits and re-encodes it with the same RSC code used at the transmitter. This

produces the second set of parity bits that make up the turbo code. This second set of

parity bits is sent to the destination by the relay. Thus, the destination has in effect received
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a codeword encoded by a turbo code. It can make use of the powerful, iterative turbo

decoding algorithm [28, 29] to improve performance.

Note that both the schemes relies on correct decoding at the relay and thus fall in the

decode-and-forwardcategory. Thus, like any of thedecode-and-forwardschemes, these

techniques are not guaranteed to achieve full diversity. It is proved that the RCPC-based

cooperation scheme is capable of achieving full diversity only when the relay is able to

decode correctly [26].

Another big drawback of the coded cooperation schemes that utilize distributed en-

coding is scalability. These schemes do not scale easily to multiple relays. When there is

more than one relay, it is not immediately obvious on how the distributed encoding should

be done. In the sequel, we present collaborative decoding, which is a coded cooperation

scheme that is based on distributed decoding that scales naturally to any number of coop-

erating nodes.



CHAPTER 3
SOFT-INPUT SOFT-OUTPUT DECODING

This chapter presents a brief overview of soft-input soft-output (SISO) decoding. A

good grasp of SISO decoding concepts is required to understand our collaborative decoding

scheme that is presented in the following chapters. A mathematical characterization of

the output of a particular implementation of the maximuma posteriori(MAP) decoder is

also presented. This characterization aids in the analysis of one of our approaches to user

cooperation.

3.1 The Log-MAP and Max-log-MAP Algorithms

Decoders that operate on floating point (soft) inputs and produce floating point outputs

are called SISO decoders. The sign of the soft-output is the hard-decision and the magni-

tude of the soft-output is called thereliability of the hard-decision [30]. The reliability

is an indication of the correctness of the hard-decision; i.e., a high value of the reliability

implies a high probability of the decision being correct and vice-versa. In this proposal,

we restrict our attention to SISO MAP decoders. It is well known that bit-by-bit MAP

decoding produces the minimum probability of bit error among all decoding algorithms.

The inputs to a typical MAP decoder area priori probabilities of the information bits and

channel symbols. Thea priori probabilities are usually initialized to equally likely values.

The soft-output of a MAP decoder corresponds to thea posterioriprobability (APP) of an

information bitui being0 (or 1), P (ui = 0|r) (or P (ui = 1|r)). Due to reasons of speed

and numerical stability, MAP decoders are typically implemented in the log-domain (Log-

MAP decoders). The output of a log-MAP decoder corresponds to log-likelihood ratios

(LLRs) of the APPs. The LLR for each information bitui is computed as follows

L(ui|r) = ln
P(ui = 0|r)
P(ui = 1|r)

= ln

∑
c∈C+

P(c|r)∑
c∈C−

P(c|r)
, (3.1)

17
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wherer is the received codeword,C+ is the set of all codewords withui = 0 andC−

is the set of all codewords withui = 1. Note thatck ∈ {+1,−1}. The output LLR is

also referred to as the soft information. Assuming that all the codewords are equally likely

and using Baye’s rule, the soft information for codewords transmitted on a additive white

Gaussian channel (AWGN) with noise varianceσ2 = N0/2 can be written as

L(ui|r) = ln
∑
c∈C+

P(r|c)− ln
∑
c∈C−

P(r|c),

= ln

[ ∑
c∈C+

exp

(
− ‖r− c‖2

2σ2

)]
− ln

[ ∑
c∈C−

exp

(
− ‖r− c‖2

2σ2

)]
.

(3.2)

A suboptimal implementation of the Log-MAP decoder, called the Max-Log-MAP

decoder, is obtained by using the approximationln(
∑

xi) = max(ln(xi)) to evaluate the

LLR in (3.2). Thus, for a Max-Log-MAP decoder the soft-output is given by,

L(ui|r) = min
c∈C+

(
‖r− c‖2

2σ2

)
− min

c∈C−

(
‖r− c‖2

2σ2

)
, (3.3)

Since the union ofC+ andC− spans the space of all valid codewords, one of the terms in

(3.3) corresponds to the Euclidean distance betweenr and the maximum-likelihood (ML)

decoding solution. Thus, the reliability for biti (Λi) can be expressed as

Λi , |L(ui|r)| =
1

2σ2
min

j

{
‖r− c

(j)
i ‖2 − ‖r− cML‖2

}
, (3.4)

wherec
(j)
i is a codeword corresponding to an input sequence that differs from the ML in-

put sequence in theith bit. Since the distance betweenr and the ML codeword is smaller

than the distance betweenr and any other codeword, the difference in (3.4) is always posi-

tive. Thus, the Max-Log-MAP decoder associates with theith bit, the minimum difference

between the metric associated with the ML path and the best path that differs from the

ML path in the input of theith trellis section [31]. A high value of reliability implies that
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the ML path and the next best path are far apart, and hence there is a lower probability

of choosing the other path and making a bit error. It has also been shown via simulation

in [32, 33] that reliability is a measure of the correctness of the bit decision. Thus, a bit

with high reliability is more likely to have decoded correctly than a bit with low reliability.

Note that the scaling of the reliability by the noise variance in (3.4) does not affect the

performance of the Max-Log-MAP decoder and is just an implementation consideration.

If channel estimates are available to the decoder, the scaling can be performed.

3.2 The Density Function of Reliabilities Associated with a Max-Log-MAP Decoder

Reggiani and Tartara [34] provided the first characterization of the soft information in

terms of its probability density function (PDF). Reggiani and Tartara [34] examine the pro-

jection of noise in the direction corresponding to an error event and interpret this random

variable as a distance in Euclidean space to derive the PDF. Here anerror eventdenotes a

sequence that translates one codeword into another, where the path through the code trellis

that is induced by the error sequence is only in the same state as the original codeword at

the endpoints of the sequence. For the rest of the paper, the random variable resulting from

the projection of noise onto a direction specified by an error event will be referred to as

theprojection random variable(PRV). Reggiani and Tartara [34] present two approaches

to obtain the PDF. In the first approach, the PDF is derived based on the assumption that

different PRVs (projection of noise onto directions specified by different error events) are

independent. The PDF obtained using the independence assumption results in conserva-

tive reliability estimates that are lower than the actual values. The authors suggest incor-

porating the correlation between the PRVs into the PDF to avoid conservative estimates.

In the second approach, the authors obtain a covariance matrix involving the correlation

between different PRVs and use it in a joint multivariate distribution to obtain the PDF.

Though the PDF obtained using the second approach produces good reliability estimates,

the expression for the density function is very complicated. Even with the independence

assumption, the PDF obtained using this technique cannot be expressed in closed-form and
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involves products and summations that depend on the enumeration of all possible error

events. Thus, the PDF given in Reggiani and Tartara [34] is not attractive for use in the

analysis of reliability-based techniques.

We now present a streamlined derivation of the densities of reliabilities at the output

of a max-log-MAP decoder by working in the conventional Hamming space (Reggiani and

Tartara [34] work in Euclidean space) and use a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) approx-

imation to obtain the PDF. A simple technique to account for the correlation between the

PRVs is also presented. Using this technique, we can avoid the use of complicated joint

multivariate distributions. Though this approach produces good estimates of the density

function and other statistics of the reliability, the expression is still complicated to be of

further use in analysis. To this end, we also present an ad hoc estimate of the PDF that

is mathematically tractable. This closed-form estimate of the PDF is parameterized by a

single quantity that can be numerically evaluated. We show that our technique produces an

accurate approximation of the true PDF.

3.2.1 A High SNR Approximation to the Density Function of Reliabilities

The reliability of the output of a max-log-MAP decoder is given in (3.4). Sincec(j)
i is

a codeword corresponding to an input sequence that differs from the ML input sequence in

theith bit, c(j)
i can be expressed as,

c
(j)
i = cML + e

(j)
i , (3.5)

wheree(j)
i is an error event generated by an input sequence with biti equal to1. Since the

symbols ofc(j)
i andcML take on values in{+1,−1} and the error event transforms one

codeword into another, the components ofe
(j)
i take on values in{+2, 0,−2}. Using (3.5)

in (3.4), we get

Λi = min
j

{
‖e(j)

i ‖2 − 2(r− cML)T · e(j)
i

}
. (3.6)

Note that we have dropped the scaling by the noise variance (1/2σ2) in (3.6). After deriving

the density and distribution functions using (3.6), a simple transformation can be used
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to account for the scaling in (3.4). At high SNRs, the ML decoder will find the correct

codeword (input sequence). Thus for high SNRs we can express the received sequence as

r = cML + e, (3.7)

wheree ∼ N
(
0, N0

2
I
)
. This assumption is similar to the approach in [34], in which the

authors obtain the conditional density function given correct decoding of a bit. Using (3.7)

in (3.6) we get

Λi = min
j

{
‖e(j)

i ‖2 + 2eT · e(j)
i

}
. (3.8)

Note that according to our terminology,e
(j)
i is an error event, whereaseT · e(j)

i is the PRV

i.e., the projection of the noise onto the direction of the error evente
(j)
i . Let

Zj , ‖e(j)
i ‖2 + 2eT · e(j)

i . (3.9)

SinceZj is just a linear combination of Gaussian noise samples,Zj is also a Gaussian

random variable. It is easy to see that

Zj ∼ N
(

4dj, 16dj
No

2

)
, (3.10)

wheredj is the Hamming weight (number of non-zero elements) ofe
(j)
i .

Thus, the reliability can be expressed as the minimum over a sequence of Gaussian

random variables with distributions given by (3.10). Assuming that all theZjs are inde-

pendently distributed, the cumulative density function (CDF) ofΛ can be written as

FΛ(λ) = 1−
∏

j

Prob(Zj > λ)

= 1−
dmax∏

d=dmin

{
Q

(
λ− 4d√
16dσ2

)}a(d)

, (3.11)

wherea(d) is the multiplicity of error events of weightd andQ(x) represents the Gaussian

complementary distribution function. The PDF can be obtained by differentiating the CDF.
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Using the product rule of differentiation, the PDF is obtained as

fΛ(λ) =
dmax∑

dj=dmin

{
a(dj)

4
√

(2πdjσ2)
exp

(
− (λ− 4dj)

2

32djσ2

)

×Q

(
λ− 4dj√

16djσ2

)a(dj)−1 dmax∏
di=dmin

di 6=dj

Q

(
λ− 4di√
16diσ2

)a(di)}
.

(3.12)

Thus, even under the simplifying assumption of independent PRVs, the density function

obtained from first principles is very complicated and not suited for use in the analysis of

techniques involving reliabilities. For the Max-Log-MAP decoder with the noise scaling

implemented (as in (3.4)), the CDF and PDF of the reliability can be obtained by a simple

transformation as

FΛ,σ(λ) = FΛ

(
2σ2λ

)
, fΛ,σ(λ) = 2σ2fΛ

(
2σ2λ

)
. (3.13)

The subscriptσ is used in the above expressions to indicate that the soft-information is

scaled by the noise variance in the Max-Log-MAP decoder. SinceΛ is non-negative and

continuous, the mean of the reliability can then be evaluated numerically as

µ(σ2) , E[Λ] =

∫
λ

[
1− FΛ,σ(λ)

]
dλ

=

∫ ∞

0

dmax∏
d=dmin

{
Q

(
2σ2λ− 4d√

16dσ2

)}a(d)

dλ. (3.14)

3.2.2 On the Correlation Between Output Error Events

In Section3.2, we model the reliability as the minimum of a number of Gaussian

random variables that are assumed to be independent. This assumption is valid only if all

the PRVs are independent. However, this is not a valid assumption. It is possible that the

different error events (e(j)
i ) associated with the PRVs (eT ·e(j)

i ) share the same path through
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the trellis at certain time instants. At each of these trellis sections, the PRVs share com-

mon noise samples from the vectore and thus, the PRVs are correlated. Because of this

correlation, the expressions for the PDF and mean of the reliabilities given by (3.13) and

(3.14) can significantly differ from the simulation results, as will be shown in Section3.6.

Thus, the correlations among the output error events should be considered in order for the

analytical expressions to agree with the simulation results. In [34], the authors account for

this correlation by obtaining the joint multivariate distribution ofZj and using this distribu-

tion to compute the density function. However, this approach would involve computing a

covariance matrix involving different pairs of error events and using this covariance matrix

in the density function. This approach results in a very complicated expression. Even with

the independence assumption, the density function in (3.12) is complicated. Further, the

approach using the multivariate distribution offers no further insight into the behavior of

the reliabilities.

Note that the correlation between different PRVs arise because they share common

noise samples, which is a consequence of the associated error events differing from the

correct codeword in a common set of symbols. We introduce a simple approach to ac-

count for the correlation between PRVs by computing the correlation among different error

events. We first define the correlation between two error eventse1 ande2 of lengthsl1 and

l2 respectively as

Ce1,e2 =

∑min(l1,l2)
i=1 e1,i � e2,i

max(l1, l2)
, (3.15)

whereej,i refers to theith bit of error eventej and the ‘�’ operator denotes the XNOR

operation. For example, ‘11 10 10 11’ and ‘11 10 10 00 01 11’ are two error events of length

8 and12 respectively, and the correlation between the two events can be computed using

(3.15) to be0.5. We account for the correlation between output error events by eliminating

some of the error events that are highly correlated and using the reduced set of error events

to compute the PDF/CDF of reliabilities. We define a correlation thresholdTCorr, and
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whenever two error events have a correlation value greater thanTCorr, the longer of the

two events is eliminated from the event set. The longer of the two events is removed from

the event set because performance is usually dominated by the low weight error events.

This process is continued until all remaining pairs of error events have correlation less

thanTCorr. We normalize the correlation by the longer of the two error event lengths to

ensure that events with very dissimilar lengths have a low value of the correlation. This

eliminates the possibility of discarding a long event which may share a common initial path

through the trellis with a small error event. Thus, a condensed event set is obtained within

which the events have low correlation value. We expect the small correlation between the

events in the condensed set to have a negligible effect on the independence assumption

used in deriving the PDF. It will be shown in Section3.6 that if the summation in (3.12)

is performed over the condensed event set, the resulting values are strikingly close to the

simulation results for properly chosen values ofTCorr. Thus, the need for joint multivariate

distributions involving the covariance matrix of output error events is avoided using this

technique.

3.3 A Mathematically Tractable Density Function

The expressions for the density function of the reliability given by (3.12) and (3.13) are

complicated and not convenient for use in mathematical analysis of reliability-based tech-

niques. We address this issue with an ad hoc estimate of the PDF based on the following

observations:

• The mean of the reliabilities obtained from (3.14) is very close to the simulation

results. (This fact will be substantiated in Section3.6).

• Given the correct decoder output, the conditional distribution of the soft output for a

bit is approximately Gaussian with variance approximately equal to twice the mean

(cf. [35, 36]).
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Thus, we suggest modeling the reliability as the absolute value of a Gaussian random

variable that satisfies the symmetry condition, i.e.,

Λ = |X| , X ∼ N (µ, 2µ), (3.16)

whereµ is the mean obtained by numerically evaluating (3.14). The cumulative distribution

function (CDF) can easily found to be

FΛ(λ) =


Q

(
µ−λ√

2µ

)
−Q

(
µ+λ√

2µ

)
, λ > 0

0, otherwise.

(3.17)

Differentiating with respect toλ, the PDF of the reliability is,

fΛ(λ) =


exp

(
− (µ−λ)2

4µ

)
+exp

(
− (µ+λ)2

4µ

)
2
√

πµ
, λ > 0

0, otherwise.

(3.18)

Unlike the expression in (3.13), the density function in (3.18) does not involve summations

and products and is expressed in closed-form. Indeed, we have to resort to numerical

computation to obtain the mean,µ, but for problems involving explicit probabilities of

reliabilities, (3.18) is mathematically more tractable than (3.13). In Section3.6we provide

results that show this Gaussian approximation is extremely accurate.

3.4 A Closed-Form Expression for the Bit-Error-Rate of SISO Decoders

In this section, we demonstrate one application of the approximate density function of

reliabilities presented in the previous chapter (see3.18). We will use the density function

to derive a closed form expression for the bit-error-rate of max-log-MAP decoding. The

probability of a bit decoding incorrectly conditioned on its reliability is given by

Pb|λ =
1

1 + eλ
. (3.19)
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The probability of bit error can be obtained by integratingPb|λ over the density ofΛ

given in (3.18).

Pb =

∫ ∞

0

1

1 + eλ
fΛ(λ) (3.20)

=
1√
4πµ

∫ ∞

0

exp
(
− (µ−λ)2

4µ

)
+ exp

(
− (µ+λ)2

4µ

)
1 + eλ

, (3.21)

=
1√
4πµ

∫ ∞

0

exp
(
− (µ+λ)2

4µ

){
1 + eλ

}
1 + eλ

, (3.22)

= Q

(
µ√
2µ

)
= Q

(√
µ

2

)
. (3.23)

Thus, the bit error rate can be expressed as aQ-function1 with the argument depending

solely on the mean of reliability. The mean of the reliability can be calculated using (3.14).

The probability of bit error depends on the weight distribution of the error events of a

code. The mean of the reliability encapsulates all properties of the code into a single

quantity thereby leading to a convenient expression for the bit-error-rate. The expression

of the bit error rate given in (3.23) can be used in various receiver-driven strategies that

rely on the receiver having an estimate of the bit-error-rate. For example, consider a real-

time streaming audio/video streaming application. These applications are loss-tolerant but

delay-intolerant. Thus, an ARQ scheme for such a scenario can be designed as explained

below. After decoding, the receiver estimates the number of bits that have decoded in error

by using (3.23). Since these applications can tolerate some loss, the receiver requests for a

re-transmission only when the number of bits in error exceeds a certain threshold.

3.5 Extension to Block-Fading Channels

We now extend the results presented to block-fading (quasi-static fading) channels.

In a block-fading environment, all bits in a packet experience the same channel gain. For

1 we consider this to be closed form since theQ-function is widely used in communica-
tion theory and can be computed accurately and efficiently
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such a scenario, we characterize the reliability at the output of a max-log-MAP decoder

conditioned on a particular realization of the channel. Assuming coherent detection (the

channel gains are known to the decoder), the entire code space is rotated and scaled by the

channel gain. Then ML or MAP decoding is performed on the received vector in the new

code space. Thus, the reliability conditioned on the block-fading channel gainα can be

expressed using (3.4) as

Λi|α =
1

2σ2
min

j

{
‖r− αc

(j)
i ‖2 − ‖r− αcML‖2

}
. (3.24)

Note thatαc
(j)
i andαcML are codewords in the rotated code space. Using the same ap-

proach as before, we can assume that the ML codeword is the true transmitted codeword.

Thus we have,

r = αcML + e, e ∼ N (0, σ2I)

= α(cML + e′), e′ ∼ N (0,
σ2

α2
I) (3.25)

Using (3.25) and (3.5) in (3.24), the reliability conditioned on the fading coefficient is

Λi|α =
α2

2σ2
min

j

{
‖e(j)

i ‖2 + 2e′
T · e(j)

i

}
. (3.26)

Proceeding as in (3.8)-(3.13), the conditional CDF and PDF of reliabilities can be obtained

as

FΛ|α,σ(λ) = FΛ

(
2σ2

α2
λ

)
, fΛ|α,σ(λ) =

2σ2

α2
fΛ

(
2σ2

α2
λ

)
, (3.27)

whereFΛ(λ) andfΛ(λ) are defined in (3.11) and (3.12) respectively. The conditional mean

of soft information can then be obtained as

E[Λ|α] = µ

(
σ2

α2

)
, (3.28)

whereµ(x) is defined in (3.14).
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Figure 3-1: The mean of reliabilities as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio when the
correlation between the output error events are ignored.

3.6 Numerical Results

In this section, the analytical expressions derived in the previous sections are com-

pared with simulation results. For all results, non-recursive, non-systematic convolutional

codes (CC) with a block size of1000 bits are used. The Max-Log-MAP implementation of

the BCJR [37] algorithm is used for decoding. In our implementation the Max-Log-MAP

metric is scaled by the noise variance as in (3.4). In Figure3-1, the means of the reliabilities

obtained using (3.14) are compared with the actual means obtained from simulation. The

comparison is shown for a rate1/2, constraint length3 convolutional code and a rate1/3,

constraint length7 convolutional code. The constraint length3 CC has generator polyno-

mials1 + D2 and1 + D + D2 or (5, 7)8 in octal notation. The constraint length7 CC has

generator polynomials(554, 624, 764)8. It is observed that the analytical expression pro-

duces estimates that are smaller than the actual values. As explained in Section3.2.2and in

Reggiani and Tartara [34], the assumption that all the output error events are independent

leads to over-counting which causes the analytical results to produce conservative results.
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Table 3-1: Error event multiplicity of the (5, 7) convolutional code

d a(d) a(d)
All Events TCorr=0.7

dmin=5 1 1
6 2 2
7 4 4
8 8 8
9 16 9
10 32 5
11 64 11
12 128 5
13 256 14
14 512 13

dmax=15 1024 20

At low SNRs, there is a larger gap between analytically obtained values and the simulation

results when compared to high SNRs. This is because the performance at low SNRs is

dominated by blocks that decode incorrectly and hence the assumption (3.7) is violated.

To tighten the gap between the analytical and simulation results, it is required to con-

sider the correlation between error events. The number of error events with weightd (event

multiplicity) is shown in Table3-1 for the(5, 7)8 CC It is seen that eliminating events that

have a correlation value higher than the correlation threshold (TCorr = 0.7 in this case)

results in a condensed set of error events. We expect that using this condensed set of events

with low correlation will reduce the over-counting problem caused by the independence

assumption.

The mean of the reliabilities after accounting for the correlation between output error

events (as explained in Section3.2.2) is shown in Figure3-2. If the summation in (3.12) is

performed over a condensed set of error events (as shown in Table3-1), and the mean then

computed using (3.14), it can be seen from Figure3-2 that the analytical results are very

close to the true values even at low SNRs.

The PDF of reliabilities (eqn. (3.13)) for the (5, 7)8 code is compared with the true

PDF in Figure3-3. The true PDF was obtained experimentally by simulating the decoding
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Figure 3-2: The mean of reliabilities as a function of signal-to-noise ratio after taking into
account the correlation between output error events.

of a number of blocks that were transmitted over an AWGN channel. The reliability of

each bit was recorded and the true PDF was estimated from the histogram of the recorded

reliabilities. It can be seen from Figure3-3that results close to the true PDF can be obtained

when the correlation between output error events is considered in the computation of the

density function. The correlation is considered by evaluating the PDF in (3.12) over the

condensed set of error events shown in Table3-1. Note that the analytical PDF is much

closer to the true PDF at higher SNRs.

The PDF obtained using the simple, ad hoc estimate in (3.18) is shown in Figure3-4.

The mean,µ, that specifies the PDF is obtained numerically from (3.14). It is observed

that this ad hoc expression produces results that are closer to the true PDF when compared

to the expression in (3.12). Unlike the PDF given in (3.12), the ad hoc estimate produces

results that are very close to the true PDF even at low SNRs. The correlation between error

events can be accounted for in the ad hoc PDF estimate by evaluatingµ over a condensed

set of low-correlation error-events (as shown in Table3-1). As before, accounting for the
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Figure 3-3: The PDF of reliabilities of the(5, 7)8 CC for two different signal-to-noise
ratios.

correlation produces better results when compared to treating the PRVs as independent

random variables.

The closed-form approximation for the probability of bit error (Pb) given in (3.23) is

compared to simulation results in Figure3-5. Results are shown for both the memory–2

and memory–6 codes. SincePb depends solely onµ, results are shown for two approaches

to computeµ. In the first approach,µ is calculated analytically using the expression given

in (3.14). In the second approach,µ is obtained through simulation. This approach shows

the utility of the approximation toPb in applications which require the receiver to have an

estimate of its bit-error-rate. For both scenarios it is seen that the closed-form approxi-

mation is very close to the simulation results. For the results in Figure3-5, all the error

events were considered (correlation between error events were ignored) when the mean of

the reliabilities was calculated analytically using (3.14). If the mean is computed after ac-

counting for the correlation between error events, the closed-form approximation produces
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Figure 3-4: The PDF of reliabilities of the(5, 7)8 CC obtained using the simpler, mathe-
matically tractable expression given in (3.18).

better results (when compared to ignoring the correlation). This is not shown in Figure3-5

for the sake of clarity.

The mean of reliabilities obtained when the coded bits are transmitted over a Rayleigh

block-fading channel is shown in Figure3-6 for the (5, 7) convolutional codes. The ana-

lytical values are obtained by integrating the conditional mean in (3.28) over the density of

the fading amplitudes given byf(α) = 2αe−α2
u(α) whereu(α) is the unit step function.
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CHAPTER 4
CODED COOPERATION THROUGH COLLABORATIVE DECODING

The coded cooperation schemes summarized in Section2.3exploit the encoder struc-

ture of the error control code that is used; i.e., the nodes cooperatively encode the message

to form a more powerful codeword at the receiver. In this chapter we introduce a coopera-

tive strategy that involves collaboration in the decoding process; i.e, the destination and the

relay(s) cooperatively decode the message from the source. The system model is shown in

Figure4-1. A distant transmitter broadcasts a message to a cluster of receiving nodes, one

(or many) of which could be the intended destination. If any of the other nodes decodes

correctly, it can use of one of the traditionaldecode-and-forwardschemes to forward the

message to the destination. The more interesting scenario is when none of the nodes de-

codes correctly. In this case, we cannot use any scheme that depends on correct decoding at

the relays. Theamplify-and-forwardscheme could be used, but the cooperation overhead

is very high. Thus, alternative techniques are required to minimize the overhead.

The fundamental drawback of thedecode-and-forwardbased approach is that each

relay forms its transmission based on its own decoding decisions and not on the decoding

decisions at the other nodes. For example, if the intended destination or one of the other

nodes in Figure4-1has decoded all but two of the bits correctly, then it is not necessary for

the other relays to forward information as in the previously describeddecode-and-forward

schemes. If the relays have some information about the decisions made at the other nodes,

they can accordingly schedule their transmissions to minimize the collaboration overhead.

Thus, in the model shown in Figure4-1, there is no distinction made between the relay

and the destination. The nodes cooperate with each other to obtain some information about

the decisions made at the other nodes. This information helps minimize the cooperation

overhead required for correct decoding at one of the nodes.

34
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Distant Transmitter Cluster of receiving nodes

Figure 4-1: System model for collaborative decoding.

The system model also represents a broadcast scenario wherein all nodes are interested

in the message from the transmitter. After collaboration, the node that decodes correctly

can pass this information onto other nodes. An iterative technique to achieve cooperation

in this broadcast scenario with two cooperating nodes was proposed by Wonget al. [9, 38].

The basic principle of this technique with two cooperating nodes is shown in Figure4-2.

The scheme proceeds in two stages as in the previous cooperation schemes (see Chapter2).

In the first stage, the distant transmitter broadcasts its message to the cooperating cluster.

Stage 2 proceeds in multiple iterations with the iterations continuing until one of the nodes

decodes correctly or a fixed number of iterations elapse. In each iteration, the nodes first

exchange somecoordinationinformation. The coordination information is shown as the

solid diamond in Figure4-2. The coordination information gives each node some infor-

mation about decoding at the other node. Based on this information, each node transmits

some information about the initial message sent by the source to the other node. On re-

ceiving this message, each node performs decoding and if either node decodes correctly,

cooperation is terminated. If not, the cooperation procedure is repeated as shown in Fig-

ure4-2. The process of iterating between decoding and information exchange is referred

to ascollaborative decoding.

An information-theoretic study of the system model shown in Figure4-1 with two

cooperating nodes was studied by Draperet al. [39]. The nodes start collaborating after
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Figure 4-2: Principle of interactive/collaborative decoding with two nodes.

they receive the entire block sent by the transmitter. A round of conversation is defined as

a message exchange between the nodes with one message transmitted from each node to

the other. The sum of the transmission rates (sum-rate) between the nodes required for cor-

rect decoding is used as the performance criteria. A low sum-rate implies low cooperation

overhead. The authors prove that collboration with multiple rounds of conversation be-

tween the two nodes can guarantee correct decoding (in the Shannon sense: arbitrarily low

error probability as the block length goes to infinity) with a lower sum-rate (overhead) than

collaboration consisting of one round of conversation. This is because information sent

in an earlier iteration serves as side-information at the receiving node and the transmitting

node can use more efficient coding techniques that use side-information at the transmitter

and receiver to encode future conversations. With reference to Figure4-2, note that there

is no specific coordination information in this scheme. The information transmitted by a

node in one iteration serves as coordination information for the next iteration. Thus, each

node tailors its transmission based on information about decoding at the other node that it

received in the previous iteration.

4.1 Collaborative Decoding through Reliability Exchange

Wong et al. [9, 38] present an iterative approach to cooperation for the scenario de-

picted in Figure4-1. The basic principle of their approach is as follows. On receiving
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the message from the transmitter, the nodes perform MAP decoding on their received sym-

bols. Each node uses the bit reliabilities to determine which bits are unreliable and requests

additional information about these bits from other nodes. The other nodes transmit their

estimates of thea posterioriLLR for these bits. The original requester uses this informa-

tion as the correspondinga priori information in its MAP decoder and performs decoding

again. This process of information request and decoding is repeated for a few iterations.

For simplicity, the process of exchanging soft-information will be henceforth referred

to asreliability exchange. The information that passes between the different nodes will be

referred to as theoverheadin collaborative decoding. We build on the scheme of Wong

et al. [9, 38] by investigating the performance and overhead for two different classes of

reliability exchange schemes for multiple nodes (greater than two).

4.1.1 Collaborative Decoding through the Reliability Exchange of the Least Reliable Bits

In this section, we provide results for an extension of the scheme proposed in [9].

For all the results in this chapter, a rate 1/2 nonrecursive convolutional code with generator

polynomials1+D2 and1+D+D2 is used to encode the information sequence. For conve-

nience, we refer to this code as the(5, 7) code, where5 and7 are the octal representations

of the generator polynomials. The encoded messages are transmitted over additive white

Gaussian noise channels using binary antipodal signaling and are coherently demodulated.

Each receiver decodes the received message using the BCJR [37] algorithm. Each node

then requests reliability information for a certain percentage of the least reliable informa-

tion bits by broadcasting the bit indices of those bits. Each node that receives the bit indices

replies with its estimate of the soft information for those bits. The node that requested the

information then uses these reliabilities asa priori information and runs the BCJR algo-

rithm again. In Wonget al. [9] it is shown that for a packet size of approximately1000

bits encoded with a(5, 7) convolutional code, collaborative decoding with two receivers

provides performance very close to MRC at values ofEb/N0 greater than5 dB. Three iter-

ations of collaborative decoding was performed by requesting soft information for7.5% of
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the least reliable information bits in each iteration. The reason for requesting the least reli-

able bits (LRBs) is that most of the bits that decode incorrectly have low reliability values.

Using MRC would require exchanging all of the received coded symbols. The overhead in

bits, denoted byΘMRC can be calculated as

ΘMRC =
N

Rc

× q, (4.1)

whereN is the size of the information message in bits,Rc is the code rate andq is the

number of bits required to represent a (floating point) channel symbol. Note that (4.1)

represents the overhead contribution of a single node. Using the collaborative decoding

scheme mentioned above, the overhead contribution of a single receiver can be split into

two parts. The first part consists of the bit indices that a receiver broadcasts to request the

soft information of the LRBs, and the second part consists of the soft information that a

node transmits each time it receives an LRB request from another node. Thus, the overhead

for this scheme can be expressed as

ΘLRB = NI × a×N × (dlog2 Ne+ (NR − 1)× q), (4.2)

whereNI is the number of iterations of collaborative decoding,a is the fraction of in-

formation about which reliability information is requested,NR is the number of receivers

involved in collaborative decoding anddxe is the smallest integer greater than or equal

x. The first term in the summation on the R.H.S of (4.2) accounts for the bit indices that

need to be transmitted to request soft information, and the second term in the summation

accounts for the bits required to send out the soft information (each node receivesNR − 1

LRB requests). Note that the size of the requests can be further reduced through source cod-

ing or by exploiting the time-correlation between the reliabilities of the bits in error [33].

Both (4.1) and (4.2) refer to the overhead per receiver. All the schemes in this paper will

be compared using the overhead contribution per receiver.
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Table 4-1: Overhead of LRB-1 for different number of nodes.

Number of nodes Overhead (bits) % reduction
(relative to MRC)

2 2025 77.5 %
5 4050 55.0 %
10 7425 17.5 %

Generally five bits are enough to represent a (floating point) channel symbol accu-

rately [40], [41]. For a packet size of900 bits, the overhead for MRC can be calculated

using (4.1) as9000 bits. Ten bits are required to represent each bit index in packet of900

bits, and if we perform three iterations of collaborative decoding with soft information of

5 % of the LRBs being requested, the overhead is2025 bits for two nodes (using (4.2)).

Thus we see that performing collaborative decoding reduces the overhead by77.5 % when

compared to the MRC overhead.

Performing collaborative decoding with three iterations of5% LRB exchange will be

henceforth referred to as scheme LRB-1. LRB-1 has collaborative decoding overhead of

22.5 % of MRC overhead for a packet size of900 bits and a cluster size of two nodes.

For the rest of the chapter, the overhead for collaborative decoding will be reported as

a percentage with reference to the MRC decoding overhead. Note that the overhead per

receiver for LRB-1 increases with the number of receivers. The overhead for LRB-1 for

different number of nodes is shown in Table4-1. The reduction in overhead relative to

MRC decreases with an increase in the number of nodes.

In Figure4-3, the performance of LRB-1 is shown for different number of collaborat-

ing receivers. We note that the performance saturates for more than four receivers. This

indicates that biasing the least reliable bits with a lot ofa priori information from too many

receivers will not improve the performance significantly. This is because there are some

incorrectly decoded bits that may have relatively high reliabilities. This is again substan-

tiated in the next section. When least-reliable bits are exchanged, the incorrect bits with
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Figure 4-3: Performance of two collaborative decoding schemes in which receivers request
information for a set of least-reliable bits.

high reliabilities may never be corrected regardless of how much information is provided

for the LRBs.

An obvious method to improve the performance of LRB-1 is to increase the percentage

of LRBs requested. From Figure4-3, we see that requesting10% of LRB reliabilities

instead of5% gives an improvement in performance of approximately1 dB for a cluster

of six collaborating nodes. However, this increases the collaborative decoding overhead,

and our simulations show that the performance saturates for more than four receivers even

in this case. Another disadvantage of requesting more information is that as the number

of receivers increases, the time for information exchange also increases. Each receiver has

to send out a set of bit indices requesting reliability information, and then all the other

receivers have to respond. To coordinate this information exchange, a good MAC protocol

will have to be designed. This latency would not be acceptable in certain applications.

A simple extension to LRB-1 is to transmit all the soft information via a broadcast

channel and to have each node useall the received soft information, even if that node was
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not the original requester. Since the nodes other than the one that requested information

also receive the soft information, they can make use of it asa priori information in their

next round of SISO decoding. Thus, for the nodes that did not request the information,

reliability information for a set of bits with random reliabilities is obtained. This scheme

with 5% request and three iterations will be referred to as LRB-2. LRB-2 has the same

overhead as LRB-1. The results in Figure4-3 show that LRB-2 even outperforms LRB-

1 with 10% LRB exchange. Further, LRB-2 does not suffer from the saturation problem

like LRB-1. Hence, LRB-2 would be a better choice if exchanging LRBs was the scheme

chosen to perform collaborative decoding.

The biggest disadvantage of this scheme is that the per-receiver overhead grows lin-

early with the number of receivers (cf. (4.2)). Thus, if the number of nodes is large, even

requesting a very small percentage of LRB soft information might cause the overhead to

become larger than the MRC overhead. In the next section, an exchange scheme is pre-

sented that has an overhead which is independent of the number of receivers.

4.1.2 Collaborative Decoding through the Reliability Exchange of the Most Reliable Bits

One way to significantly reduce the overhead is to prevent a node from transmitting

soft information more than once. From (4.2), we see that for block sizes of approximately

1000 and more than ten receivers, multiple transmissions of soft information contributes

towards more than82% of the overhead per receiver. Suppose that, after SISO decoding,

each receiver selects a certain set of bits and broadcasts the reliabilities of these bits to

the other nodes. It is important to ensure that the nodes broadcast “good” reliability in-

formation, i.e., reliability information about bits that are decoded correctly. The critical

step in this scheme is to determine the set of bits for which a node will broadcast the soft

information. Since each node only sends out soft-information only once, the collaborative

decoding overhead per receiver is given by

ΘMRB = NI × a×N × (dlog2 Ne+ q). (4.3)
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Figure 4-4: Reliability density functions associated with correctly and incorrectly decoded
bits.

Note that for this scheme, unlike the LRB-based schemes, the overhead per receiver is

independent of the number of receivers.

If a node broadcasts the soft information for a bit that was decoded incorrectly, using

this value asa priori information would degrade the performance of the other nodes. The

motivation behind our approach for selecting bits comes from observing the density func-

tions of the reliabilities associated with correctly and erroneously decoded bits. Figure4-4

shows the density function of the reliabilities for a(5, 7) convolutional code with a block

size of900 bits.

We note that the trend followed by the density functions is as expected; i.e., most of

the incorrectly decoded bits have low reliabilities and the correctly decoded bits have a

relatively high reliability. We observe that at anEb/N0 of 0 dB, the maximum value of

the reliability of a bit that decodes incorrectly is about half of the maximum value of the

reliability of a bit that decodes correctly. For values ofEb/N0 greater than3 dB, more than

50% of the bits that decode correctly have reliabilities greater than the maximum reliability
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Figure 4-5: Performance of two collaborative decoding schemes in which receivers broad-
cast information about a set of most-reliable bits.

of the incorrectly decoded bits. Hence, if a node broadcasts a small percentage of its most

reliable bits (MRBs), it is very likely to send out “good” soft information. These bits

will correspond to a set of bits with random reliabilities at the other nodes. Performing

three iterations of10% MRB reliability exchange will be referred to as scheme MRB-1.

The collaborative decoding overhead (per receiver) of MRB-1 is calculated, using (4.3),

as45% that of MRC. Though reliability information is exchanged for more bits than in

LRB-1 and LRB-2, the overhead is still smaller than in LRB-1 and LRB-2 for more than

five nodes.

Our simulations showed that the performance improvement is less than2 dB even

with ten nodes when compared to the performance of a single receiver. This is shown in

Figure4-5. The smaller performance improvement can be attributed to the set of bits that

are broadcast in each iteration. At the end of the first SISO decoding, reliabilities of10%

of the most reliable bits are broadcast. Since we are biasing certain bits with “good”a

priori information, at the end of the next SISO decoding, the reliabilities for these bits will
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Figure 4-6: Bit indices of reliabilities exchanged as a function of iteration.

become large, and it is very likely that these bits will lie in the10% MRB set. So reliabilities

of these bits will be broadcast in the next iteration. But since the other nodes have already

received the information about these bits, biasing them with morea priori information will

not improve the performance significantly. This can be observed in Figure4-6 in which

we show the bit indices broadcast in each iteration for one packet of900 bits. An asterisk

on a bit position implies that reliability information about that bit was either requested

(LRB-1) or transmitted (MRB schemes). We see that for MRB-1, a very large portion of

bits are broadcast again in every iteration. In three iterations, the reliabilities of102 bits

are broadcast again among the total of270 bits transmitted. This constitutes around37%

of the total bits sent. As the value ofEb/N0 increases, there are fewer bits in error and in

order to improve the performance, these erroneously decoded bits need to be biased with

reliablea priori information. If a good percentage of the bits are repeated, there will be a

low probability thata priori information will be received for all of the bits that are in error.

A simple method to eliminate this problem is to give the nodes memory to remember

the set of bits for which soft information is transmitted or received. This ensures that bits
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that are already likely to have good reliabilities after one iteration do not get biased with

morea priori information in the next iteration. Other bits are now given an opportunity to

receive reliability information. This scheme, which is just MRB-1 with memory, will be

referred to as MRB-2. In MRB-2, each node sorts its bits in ascending order of reliability

after the first SISO decoding. Then each receiver broadcasts10% of the MRBs for which

soft information was not transmitted by any node in the previous iterations. Thus, in each

iteration a new set of bits get reliability information. This is illustrated in Figure4-6.

In MRB-2, there are no bits for which soft information is transmitted in more than one

iteration. The performance of MRB-2 is shown in Figure4-5. If in any of the iterations,

a node is not able to find a bit about whicha priori information has not been transmitted

earlier, it does not send out any reliabilities. Thus, the overhead in MRB-2 is less than or

equal to the overhead in MRB-1, but the performance of MRB-2 is much better than that

of MRB-1.

Note that adding memory to LRB-1 will not improve the performance significantly.

This is because in each iteration,a priori information biases the least reliable bits and their

reliability increases after SISO decoding. Thus, in the next iteration a new set of bits will

constitute the set of LRBs. Hence, there is only a negligible overlap in the set of LRBs in

each iteration. This can be observed in Figure4-6, in which LRB-1 has just one bit that is

repeated in three iterations.

A good suboptimal variant of MRB-2 sends hard-decisions of the MRBs instead of

the soft decisions. This reduces the overhead for transmitting soft information fromq (cf.

(4.3)) bits per information bit to one bit per information bit. Thus, for MRB-2 with three

iterations of10% reliability exchange, the collaborative decoding overhead is only33% for

a packet of900 bits. For a reasonably large number of receivers, the hard decisions from

different receivers forma priori information that is sufficient to bias the information bits

to produce correct decisions at the output of the SISO decoder. The performance of this

scheme for six receivers is illustrated in Figure4-7.
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Figure 4-7: Performance of suboptimal variants two collaborative decoding schemes in
which hard decisions are exchanged instead of soft information.

Note that this technique can be extended to any of the schemes discussed earlier. The

performance of LRB-2 with hard-decisions is also shown in Figure4-7. We see that a loss

of approximately0.5 dB can be expected for the suboptimal scheme when compared to the

original scheme.

By comparing the performance of the LRB and MRB schemes in Figure4-3 and

Figure4-5, it is seen that LRB-2 outperforms MRB-2 for a small number of receivers and

MRB-2 performs better when the number of cooperating nodes is large. This is because an

improvement in performance is obtained when bits that are decoded incorrectly get gooda

priori information. In the LRB schemes, the bits that are likely to be decoded incorrectly

are specifically targeted leading to a improvement in performance. The MRB schemes

are more optimistic in nature. Each node broadcasts reliable information that may or may

not be useful to the other nodes. Thus, at one of the other nodes, good reliabilities are

received for a set of bits with random reliabilities. There may or may not be an incorrectly

decoded bit in these bit positions. When a few receivers collaborate it is not likely that all
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the unreliable bits receivea priori information from other nodes. Thus, the performance of

MRB-2 is relatively worse for a small number of cooperating users. However, for a large

number of receivers, it is likely that many of the bits in error are covered. For example,

with 10% of MRB exchange and more than eight receivers, it is likely that information will

be exchanged for almost all the bits in a block of 900 bits, and hence the performance of

MRB-2 is better than LRB-1 for a large number of receivers.

The schemes that work with the MRBs also require less-complex channel access tech-

niques. If the number of nodes are fixed, a simple round robin of all the nodes can be used

to allow them to broadcast reliabilities of a certain percentage of their MRBs. For dynam-

ically formedad hocnetworks, a cluster head could be chosen that assigns the order in

which the nodes broadcast the reliabilities. When coupled with the fact that the overhead

of LRB schemes can become prohibitive for large cooperating groups, the simplicity of

MRB-2 and its performance in reasonably big cooperating groups makes it more suited for

practical implementation.

4.2 Guidelines for the Design of Collaborative Decoding Schemes

Note that the reliability exchange schemes described earlier can be considered to lie in

the realm of thedecode-and-forwardschemes with the relays transmissions consisting of

the soft information. However, unlike thedecode-and-forwardschemes mentioned earlier,

collaborative decoding does not depend on correct decoding at the cooperating nodes. The

SISO decoders in our schemes use bit-by-bit MAP decoding like the BCJR [37] algorithm,

and hence correct decoding is not needed to extract useful information for a small subset

of bits. Thus, our reliability exchange schemes are an improvement over thedecode-and-

forward schemes since they are not limited by the capacity between the source and the

cooperating nodes.

All the results shown in this chapter correspond to transmission over AWGN chan-

nels. There is no diversity in its true sense on AWGN channels since all the channels are

equivalent. Thus, in order to study the diversity benefits of collaborative decoding using
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Figure 4-8: Performance of the MRB-2 scheme with eight nodes on a block-fading channel.

reliability exchange, we need to study the performance of the reliability exchange schemes

over fading channels. The probability of packet error for collaboration using MRB-2 with

eight receivers experiencing block-fading is shown in Figure4-8. It is seen from the simu-

lation results that the MRB-2 scheme does not achieve full diversity (the curves for MRC

and MRB-2 are not parallel). It is observed that the performance of MRB-2 scheme with

eight receivers is over5 dB worse when compared to MRC. For the sake of comparison,

the performance of a scheme that exchanges soft-information for all the information bits is

also shown. This is the best performance that any of the MRB schemes can achieve. The

performance of this scheme is around3 dB worse than MRC. Thus, the best MRB scheme

requires more than twice the SNR to achieve the same performance as MRC. The reason

for the poor performance of the MRB scheme is as follows. If all nodes experience severe

fading, then it is difficult to extract useful soft information for use in the MRB scheme.

The reason for not achieving full diversity can be attributed to the fact that reliability ex-

change falls under the realm of thedecode-and-forwardschemes. Laneman [3] proved that
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the decode-and-forward schemes are not capable of providing all the diversity advantages

associated with cooperative schemes.

However,amplify-and-forwardschemes are guaranteed to achieve full diversity ad-

vantages [3]. Thus, it seems necessary to exchange information for the coded bits as in

theamplify-and-forwardschemes (information is exchanged for the information bits in re-

liability exchange) in order to achieve full diversity. MRC, which is an instance of this

category, also exchanges received symbol values. However, MRC combines information

in an inefficient manner with respect to overhead. Because of the use of error correction

codes, there are certain bits (trellis sections) about which reliable decisions can be made

without the exchange of information. The LRB schemes make use of this observation to

request for information for only those trellis sections that are likely to be in error. But the

LRB schemes request for the same amount of information for all the trellis sections. When

the index of a trellis section is transmitted by the node requesting information, all the other

nodes in the cooperating cluster will respond. Thus, all trellis sections in the set of LRBs

receive the same amount of information. However, it is not clear if a trellis section that

decodes incorrectly with a high reliability requires the same amount of information in or-

der to correct the decision as a trellis section that decodes incorrectly with a low reliability.

Ideally, the amount of information requested should be adapted to the reliability.

In fading channels, some nodes have better channels to the original transmitter and

hence have made a greater number of correct bit decisions. Such nodes should share more

information with other nodes when compared to the relays with bad channels. All the nodes

transmit an equal amount of information if MRC or one of the LRB/MRB schemes is used.

These observations lead to three principles that should be kept in mind while design-

ing cooperative protocols:

P1. In order to obtain full diversity advantages, it is necessary to exchange information
closest to the RF front end, i.e., the received symbol values (soft demodulator out-
puts).
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P2. The information exchanged in the cooperating cluster should be adapted to the errors
in each packet. If reliabilities are used to adapt the collaboration content, the amount
of information requested for each trellis section should be based on the reliability.

P3. Nodes with good channels should share more information than nodes with bad chan-
nels.

Note that MRC and the reliability exchange schemes described in this chapter violate

all of these principles. In Chapter6, we present an improved-LRB (I-LRB) scheme that

is based on these principles. It will be shown that I-LRB achieves full diversity (same

as MRC) in the number of cooperating nodes. The performance of I-LRB is better than

comparableamplify-and-forwardbased collaborative approaches while still achieved per-

formance close to that of MRC with a fraction of the collaboration overhead. The I-LRB

scheme exploits the correlated reliabilities at the output of a SISO decoder in order to re-

duce the overhead. In the next chapter, we investigate the underlying decoder mechanism

that leads to correlated bit reliabilities. This understanding will prove useful in the design

of the I-LRB scheme.



CHAPTER 5
ON CORRELATED BIT ERRORS AT THE OUTPUT OF A MAX-LOG-MAP

DECODER

We begin this chapter by first motivating the need to understand the correlated na-

ture of reliabilities. We will use LRB as an example to show how correlated reliabilities

can help in decreasing the overhead associated with collaborative decoding. In the LRB

schemes, the output of the SISO decoder is used to identify the bits with low reliabilities,

and information is requested for such bits because these bits are more likely to be in error.

However, as noted in [33], errors at the output of a decoder are typically time-correlated.

Since the LRBs are more likely to be in error, the LRBs are also correlated i.e., if a bit has

decoded with a low reliability it is likely that the adjacent bits also have a low reliability.

This can also be observed in Figure4-6 where it is seen that in each iteration, information

is requested for sets of consecutive bits. Thus, in LRB a node will request for information

about a set of consecutive trellis sections with low reliabilities. This is a conservative ap-

proach because correcting one LRB will have an effect on the neighboring LRBs due to

the correlated nature of the output of the decoder. In other words, if two bits are strongly

correlated, it is likely that combining information for one bit will influence the decision at

the other bit. Thus, it is not necessary to request for additional information for the entire

set of consecutive LRBs. In order to decrease the cooperation overhead associated with

collaborative decoding, it is necessary to understand the interaction between decoded bit

reliabilities. In this chapter, we show that the error event that separates the ML codeword

and a competing codeword in the max-log-MAP decoder can succinctly capture the corre-

lated nature of bit errors. We also show how this error event can be efficiently computed

using computations that are already performed in the BCJR max-log-MAP decoder. In the

51
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next chapter, we use this error event that separates the ML and competing path to design a

collaborative decoding scheme that improves on the performance of LRB.

5.1 Terminology and Notation

The terminology and notation introduced here are specific to rate1/2 convolutional

codes. It is straight-forward to generalize these to ratek/n codes.

• input and output labels: An input label is used to indicate the input that causes a

particular state transition in the code-trellis, and anoutput labelis used to indicate

the corresponding output caused by that state transition.

• path and event: A sequence of valid state transitions in the trellis is called apath

through the trellis. Note that every codeword represents a path through the trel-

lis. Because the code is linear, the difference between any two codewords is apath

through the trellis. Such a path is also called anevent.

• valid state: A valid state lies on anypaththrough the trellis. Because the trellis starts

and stops in the all-zeros state, not every state is a valid state near the ends of the

trellis.

• metric: The Euclidean distance between the received vectorr and any codewordc,

‖r− c‖2, is referred to as the metric2 . Note that the metric is a maximum-likelihood

(ML) decision statistic for additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels.

The notation used in this Chapter is given in Table5-1.

5.2 Revisiting Max-log-MAP Decoding of Convolutional Codes

The soft-output of a max-log-MAP decoder for codewords transmitted on an AWGN

channel with noise varianceσ2 can be written as (see Chapter3, eq. (3.3))

L(ui|r) = min
c∈Ci

+

(
‖r− c‖2

2σ2

)
− min

c∈Ci
−

(
‖r− c‖2

2σ2

)
. (5.1)

2 Note that a metric is associated with a particular codeword. In other words, each
codeword has a different metric.
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Table 5-1: Notation used in this chapter

N Block-size (the number of sections in the code-trellis).
ui The input to the encoder at timei; i.e., the input label for trellis sectioni.

For binary codes considered in this paperui ∈ {0, 1}. We will refer toui as
the information bit.

ci = [c0
i , c

1
i ] The output of the encoder at timei. This is a two-dimensional vector con-

sisting of the two parity bits output by the encoder at each time. If BPSK is
used for modulation thencj

i ∈ {−1, 1},∀j ∈ {0, 1}. Since everyci corre-
sponds to a particular branch in the trellis ,ci will used as the output labels
for the branches in the trellis at timei. We will use parity bits or coded bits
to refer to the output labels at any particular time in the trellis.

c = [c1, . . . , cN ] A valid codeword (output labels on a path through the trellis). Appropriate
subscripts will be used to indicate the codeword being considered.

ri = [r0
i , r

1
i ] The received vector corresponding toci.

r The received vector corresponding toc.
cb

a [ca, ca+1, . . . , cb−1, cb]. rb
a is similarly defined.

ul(c) Input label at trellis sectionl in codewordc.
c(l) Componentl in codewordc. Note that this refers to a particular bit in the

corresponding output label.
Ci

+ {c : ui(c) = 0} i.e., the set of all codewords with input label0 at trellis
sectioni.

Ci
− {c : ui(c) = 1} i.e., the set of all codewords with input label1 at trellis

sectioni.
C The set of all valid codewords.C = Ci

−
⋃

Ci
+.

S Set of states in the trellis. For the memory-two code considered in this paper,
there are four states.
Therefore,S = {0, 1, 2, 3}.

sk State of the encoder at timek. Notesk ∈ S.
S(→ s) The set of valid states at timek − 1 that have branches leading into states

at timek.
S(s →) The set of valid states at timek + 1 that have branches emerging from state

s at timek.
sk(c) The state that codewordc passes1 through at timek.
αi(s) log(P (si = s), ri

1)
γi(s

′, s) log(P (si = s, ri|si−1 = s′))
βi(s) log(P (rN

i+1|si = s))
N (µ, σ2) represents a Gaussian distribution with meanµ and varianceσ2.
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Note that themaximum-likelihood (ML) codeword/pathcML is a codeword that is closest to

the received vectorr,

cML = argmin
c∈C

‖r− c‖2.

It is possible that there is more than one ML codeword (although this occurs with proba-

bility zero for the unquantized AWGN channel), in which case we arbitrarily choose one

of the paths as the ML codeword.

♦ Definition 1. Competing codeword/pathci
comp: The competing path at trellis section

i is the path that is closest to the received vector among all paths that differ from the ML

path in the input label for trellis sectioni,

ci
comp = argmin

{c∈C:ui(c) 6=ui(cML )}
‖r− c‖2. (5.2)

As in the case of the ML codeword, there may be more than one codeword that satis-

fies (5.2), in which case the tie is broken by choosing one of the codewords arbitrarily.

Note that although there is only onecML , there may be many differentci
comp for different

values ofi.

Then the reliability for biti, which is the magnitude of the soft information in (5.1),

can be expressed as

Λi , |L(ui|r)| =
1

2σ2

{
‖r− ci

comp‖2 − ‖r− cML‖2

}
. (5.3)

Note thatci
comp is referred to asc(j)

i in Chapter3. We have replaced the notation to simplify

exposition, and to stress the fact thatci
comp is competingwith cML for the hard-decision on

trellis sectioni. Since the distance betweenr and the ML codeword is smaller than the

distance betweenr and any other codeword, the difference in (5.3) is always positive. A

high value of reliability implies that the ML path and the next best path with the opposite

input label for biti are far apart, and hence there is a lower probability that the decoder

chose the wrong path and made a bit error. Thus, reliability is a measure of the correctness
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of the bit decision. This has also been shown via simulation results in [32, 33]. A bit with

high reliability is more likely to have decoded correctly than a bit with low reliability.

The I-LRB scheme that is described in Section6.4utilizes both the bit reliabilities and

knowledge ofcML andci
comp in determining which information should be exchanged in the

collaborative decoding process. In the next section, we detail howcML andci
comp can be

determined for a particular trellis section.

5.2.1 Obtaining the ML and Competing Path using the BCJR Algorithm

Following the development in [42], the soft information in (5.1) can be expressed as

L(ui|r) = max
Ci

+

(
αi−1(s

′)+γi(s
′, s)+βi(s)

)
−max

Ci
−

(
αi−1(s

′)+γi(s
′, s)+βi(s)

)
, (5.4)

whereαk(s), γk(s
′, s), andβk(s) are defined in Table5-1.

It can also be shown that (see [42])

αi(s) = max
s′∈S(→s)

(αi−1(s
′) + γi(s

′, s)) (5.5)

βi−1(s) = max
s′∈S(s→)

(βi(s
′) + γi(s, s

′)) (5.6)

γi(s
′, s) ∝ −‖ri − ci‖2, (5.7)

wheres′ ∈ S(→ s) ands′ ∈ S(s →) are defined in Table5-1, α0(0) = 0 andβN(0) = 0.

Thus, it is seen from (5.7) that γi(s
′, s) is proportional to the branch metric (cf. [43]),

P (ri|ci), used in the Viterbi algorithm (where the constant of proportionality depends on

only the channel coefficient and signal-to-noise ratio).

Let the ordered pair of states(si−1, si) that maximizes the first term in (5.4) be(s+
i−1, s

+
i ).

Let (s−i−1, s
−
i ) be the ordered pair of states that maximizes the second term. By compar-

ing (5.1) and (5.4), it is seen that one of the ordered pairs of states(s+
i−1, s

+
i ) or (s−i−1, s

−
i )

corresponds tocML , while the other ordered pair corresponds toci
comp. For example, if

max
Ci

+

(
αi−1(s

′) + γi(s
′, s) + βi(s)

)
> max

Ci
−

(
αi−1(s

′) + γi(s
′, s) + βi(s)

)
,
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thensi−1(cML ) = s+
i−1, si(cML ) = s+

i , andsi−1(c
i
comp) = s−i−1, si(c

i
comp) = s−i . Thus, when

computing soft-output for trellis sectioni, it is possible to identify the branches through

the trellis at timei that correspond to the ML path and the competing path.

We now introduce two theorems that will enable us to obtaincML and ci
comp in a

straight-forward manner using the computations performed by the decoder.

Theorem 1: The branch selection theorem

Given the state in the code trellis at timek, sk = s′ and the vector of received symbolsr,

the following statements are true:

(a) Trace-back:The state-transitions∗ → s′, wheresk−1 = s∗ = argmax
s∈S(→s′)

{αk−1(s) + γk(s, s
′))},

is a branch on the codewordc∗ given by,c∗ = argmin
{c∈C:sk(c)=s′}

‖rk
1 − ck

1‖2.

(b) Trace-forward:The state-transitions′ → s∗, wheresk+1 = s∗ = argmax
s∈S(s′→)

{γk+1(s
′, s) + βk+1(s)},

is a branch on the codewordc∗ given byc∗ = argmin
{c∈C:sk(c)=s′}

‖rN
k+1 − cN

k+1‖2.

Proof: To prove the Trace-back procedure in Theorem 1, we first prove the following

Lemma.

Lemma: αk(s) ∝ min
c∈C:sk(c)=s

‖rk
1 − ck

1‖2 for any states at timek that is on the path of a

valid codeword

Proof: By mathematical induction.

Note thatα0(0) = 0. Thenα1(0) is computed using (5.5) as

α1(0) = 0 + γ1(0, 0) (5.8)

because there is only one valid state leading into state 0 at time 1. Similarly,α1(2) =

0 + γ1(0, 2). The lemma does not apply to the other states at time 1 because they are not

valid states for a rate 1/2 convolutional code initialized to state 0 at time 0. So using (5.7),

the lemma holds fork = 1.
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Assume that the lemma holds for timek − 1. Then

αk(s
∗) = max

s∈S(→s∗)
(αk−1(s) + γk (s, s∗)) (5.9)

∝ max
s∈S(→s∗)

(
max

c∈C:sk−1(c)=s
− ‖rn

1 − ck−1
1 ‖2 + γk(s, s

∗)

)
(5.10)

∝ min
c∈C:sk(c)=s∗

‖rk
1 − ck

1‖2, (5.11)

where (5.10) follows from the assumption about the claim, and the last equation follows

from (5.7). Thus, the claim is true for timek. The principle of induction completes the

proof.

Remark:From the lemma,αk(s) is proportional to the partial-path metric (log P (rk
1|ck

1))

[43] of the surviving path at states at timek in the Viterbi algorithm when the branch met-

ric is the Euclidean distance.

Proof of the trace-back theorem:

Compare the trace-back theorem and (5.5). The trace-back theorem chooses the previous

state (si−1) that corresponds to the branch involved in computing the alpha for the current

state (si). Sinceαk(s) is proportional to the partial path metric of the surviving path leading

to sk = s, the branch involved in computingαk(s) is part of the corresponding surviving

path.

Thus, conditioned on the current state, the trace-back theorem chooses the previous

state as the state at timek − 1 on the surviving path at timek. The proof of the trace-back

procedure follows because the surviving path has the best partial-path metric (min ‖rk
1 −

ck
1‖2) among all pathsc that pass throughsk = s.

The trace-forward theorem can be proved in a similar manner by comparing the trace-

forward theorem with (5.6).

Theorem 2: The conditional path selection theorem.

Given a state transition at timei, i.e.,si−1 = s′ andsi = s∗, let C∗ represent the set of all

paths through the trellis (codewords) passing through this transition at timei. That is,

C∗ = {c ∈ C : si−1(c) = s′, si(c) = s∗}. Then the sequence of state transitions
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{s′0, s′1, . . . , s′i−2, s
′, s∗, s∗i+1, . . . , s

∗
N} given by

s′k−i = argmax
s∈S(→s′k−i+1)

{αk−i(s) + γk−i+1(s, s
′
k−i+1)}, i = 2, 3, . . . , k (5.12)

s∗k+i = argmax
s∈S(s∗k+i−1)

{βk+i(s) + γk+i(s
∗
k+i−1, s)}, i = 1, 2, . . . , N − k (5.13)

corresponds to the codewordc∗ that is closest to the received vectorr among all the code-

words inC∗, c∗ = argmin
c∈C∗

‖r− c‖2.

Proof: The proof follows by repeated application of the trace-back and trace-forward

theorems.

As mentioned earlier, the state transitions from timei − 1 to i that correspond to the

ML path and the competing path can be obtained during the computation of the soft-output

for bit i. Given the statessi−1(cML ), andsi(cML ), the ML codewordcML can be obtained

using the conditional path selection theorem. The codeword output by the conditional path

selection theorem is closest in Euclidean distance to the received vector among all paths

that pass throughsi−1(cML ), andsi(cML ), and is thus the ML path. Similarly, the competing

path can be obtained using the conditional path selection theorem givensi−1(c
i
comp), and

si(c
i
comp).

As noted in the Lemma, the trace-back theorem always chooses the previous state

(si−1) that corresponds to the branch involved in computing the alpha for the current state

(si). Similarly, the trace-forward theorem always chooses the next state (si+1) that cor-

responds to the branch involved in computing the beta for the current state(si). This ob-

servation enables an efficient modification of the BCJR algorithm that enables computing

cML andci
comp for any trellis sectioni. During the computation of theαi(s), s ∈ S, i ∈

{1, . . . , N}, record the statesi−1 = s′ that maximizesαi−1(s
′) + γi(s

′, s) as the previous

state fors. Similarly, during the computation of theβi(s), s ∈ S, i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, record

the statesi+1 = s′ that maximizesβi+1(s
′)+γi(s, s

′) as the next state fors. Then given the

branch in the code-trellis corresponding tocML or ci
comp for at timei, the entire codeword
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can be obtained by recursively following the states recorded in this way. Thus no additional

computations are required to computecML andci
comp. By recording information about the

states that lead to the maximum values in (5.5) and (5.6) during the BCJR algorithm,cML

andci
comp can easily be obtained through a series of table-lookups.

During the trace-back (or trace-forward) procedure, ifsi−k(cML ) = si−k(c
i
comp) for

somek, then the sequence of state-transitions obtained for any time beforek will be the

same forcML andci
comp. Similarly, if or si+k(cML ) = si+k(c

i
comp), then the sequence of

state-transitions will be the same forcML andci
comp for any time afterk. It will be shown

in Chapter6 that I-LRB only requires knowledge of trellis sections whereci
comp andcML

differ. Thus, it is sufficient to execute the trace-back and trace-forward procedures until

si±k(cML ) = si±k(c
i
comp).

It is well known that the soft-output/reliabilities of adjacent bits in a convolutional

code are correlated [34]. For max-log-MAP decoders, it was found through simulations

that groups of neighboring bits have the same reliability. Sincer andcML are the same

for all trellis sections, (5.3) implies that bits decoding with the same reliability should

have the same competing path. By using the technique described above, and observing the

competing paths for adjacent bits that decoded with the same reliability it is verified that

the competing paths are indeed the same for those bits. Thus, for max-log-MAP decoders,

the strong correlation between the reliabilities of adjacent bits is reflected in the choice of

the same competing path in the code-trellis for those bits.

5.2.2 On the Utility of Competing Paths in the Design of Collaborative Decoding

In this section, we provide a brief outline of how explicit knowledge of these compet-

ing paths can help reduce cooperation overhead. It is well known that errors at the output

of a convolutional code are bursty, and similarly the soft-output/reliabilities are tempo-

rally correlated [34, 33]. It was shown that the reason for this correlation is that bits that

are close to each other in the trellis may often share the same competing codeword/path.

For max-log-MAP decoding, such bits have exactly the same reliability, as can be seen

from (5.3).
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A particular bit decodes incorrectly if the ML path is not the transmitted codeword.

Thus, all the neighboring bits that also choose the same ML path will also decode in error

leading to time-correlated errors. The fact that errors in convolutional codes occur in bursts

was also noted in [33].

Consider the use of the LRB scheme. Consider a LRB (say biti) that decoded in error

with cML andci
comp as the competing paths. This means that biti chose the wrong path

through the trellis as the ML path. In this case, it is likely that the next closest path (with

respect to the received vector) with the opposite bit decision corresponds to the true trans-

mitted codeword i.e., it is likely thatci
comp is the true codeword. Now suppose that receiving

additional information about biti from other nodes is able to correct the decision. This im-

plies that the additional information changed the ML path to beci
comp. Assume that there

were adjacent trellis sections (i± k), that had originally decoded with the same reliability

(same choice ofcML andci
comp) before requesting additional information for biti. Since

additional information changed the choice of the ML path toci
comp for bit i, then it is likely

that all the adjacent trellis sections that originally decoded with the same reliability as bit

i will also chooseci
comp as the ML path. This will also correct the errors at these adjacent

trellis sections. Thus, by combining information for one trellis section it is possible to cor-

rect bit decisions at other trellis sections also. The I-LRB technique introduced in the next

chapter uses this idea to reduce overhead by not requesting information for all the trellis

sections that decode with the same competing path. I-LRB requests minimal additional

information that will flip the decision fromcML to ci
comp, thereby correcting all bit errors

associated with the incorrect choice ofci
comp.



CHAPTER 6
IMPROVED LEAST-RELIABLE-BITS COLLABORATIVE DECODING FOR

BANDWIDTH-CONSTRAINED SYSTEMS

In this section we describe the Improved LRB (I-LRB) collaborative decoding scheme

for convolutionally encoded communications. We modify the LRB scheme described in

Chapter 4 to satisfy the design guidelines mentioned in Section4.2. We use LRB as our

baseline scheme because the information exchanged in the LRB schemes targets the trellis

sections that are most likely to have decoded in error. In addition to conforming with the

design guidelines of Section4.2, the I-LRB scheme also exploits correlated reliabilities to

reduce the cooperation overhead.

The system model for collaborative decoding is shown in Figure4-1. A distant trans-

mitter broadcasts a packet to a cluster of receiving nodes. ARQ is not possible because

of the power limitations of the mobiles and the distance to the transmitter. Cooperation

overhead is critical in bandwidth-constrained systems. In these systems, the cooperation

overhead is upper bounded by a maximum value. This constraint may be necessary in or-

der to provide a minimum throughput guarantee to the distant transmitter. Since there is no

feedback channel to the distant transmitter, it will continue to transmit messages at a certain

rate. In such a scenario, cooperation (exchange of messages) cannot continue indefinitely.

If the collaboration proceeds for a long time, then the process of collaborative decoding

will interfere with additional transmissions from the source. Therefore it is necessary to

constrain the cooperation overhead in order to ensure that collaboration does not conflict

with transmissions from the source.

We first begin with a broad perspective of collaborative decoding in bandwidth-constrained

environments. After introducing an baselineamplify-and-forwardscheme (MRC variant)

for such systems, we develop the I-LRB scheme.

61
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6.1 Collaborative Decoding with Constrained Overheads

In collaborative decoding, the message at the source is packetized and encoded with a

code that permits SISO decoding. The codeword is then broadcast to a cluster of receiving

nodes that will attempt to decode the message. The received message for symboli at nodej

can be modeled as

ri,j = ajxi + ni,j, (6.1)

wherexi is the transmitted symbol at timei; aj is the channel coefficient at receiving

nodej, which we assume is fixed over each packet; andni,j is white Gaussian noise. In all

that follows, we consider rateR = 1/2 codes, but it is straight-forward to generalize the

work to other code rates.

If any node in the cluster decodes the message correctly, then we consider the mes-

sage to be successfully received. If none of the nodes decodes the packet correctly, then

the nodes begin the process of cooperating to receive the message. In the collaborative

decoding schemes presented in Chapter4 , the nodes use the outputs of the SISO decoders

to select which information should be exchanged and which nodes should transmit that

information. Thea posterioriprobability (APP) log likelihood ratio (LLR) at the output

of a SISO decoder is a real number and is commonly referred as the soft output. The sign

and magnitude of the soft output for an information bit represent the hard decision and the

reliability of that decision, respectively [30]. The sample mean of the reliabilities at node

j, µj, is a measurement of the overall reliability of the decoder’s decision. We assume that

the nodes exchange theµjs after the first decoder iteration and that combining occurs at the

node with the largestµj, which we refer to as the “best” node.

The nodes then broadcast information about a selected set of the received symbols

(as in A-F) to the best node. The cooperative process can go through several iterations,

each of which consists of three parts. In the first part of the iteration, the nodes identify

information to be exchanged. In the second part, a selected group of nodes will transmit

that information to the best node. In the final part of each iteration, the nodes decode the
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message and check whether it has decoded correctly. The process stops if any of the nodes

has decoded the message correctly or if the limit on the number of iterations is reached.

In each iteration, we constrain the maximum number of bits that can be transmitted in

the cooperative process. This may be necessary in many systems to ensure that the cooper-

ative process does not conflict with the transmission of additional packets from the source.

We specify the constraint as a portion of the total information exchanged in maximal ratio

combining (MRC). LetN be the information block size,R be the code rate,Nrx be the

number of receivers, andq be the number of bits used to quantize the channel observations.

Then the cooperation overhead for MRC isθMRC = NqNrx/R bits. The largeθMRC will

be not acceptable for many applications. Hence, we constrain the amount of information

that can exchanged in the cooperating cluster to be a fractionp of θmrc. Note that this places

a limit on the maximum amount of information exchange in the cooperative process for a

particular packet; however, the actual amount of information exchange for any particular

packet may be much less because we allow the cooperative process to terminate whenever

the packet is decoded correctly. In each iteration, we constrain the overhead topθmrc/Niter,

whereNiter is the total number of iterations allowed.

Note that there are three main differences between the collaborative decoding scheme

described in Chapter4and the collaborative decoding scheme described above for bandwidth-

constrained systems.

• In the collaborative decoding scheme of Chapter4, combining is performed at all

nodes. For example, all nodes in the LRB scheme request for additional informa-

tion about their LRBs. In collaborative decoding for bandwidth-constrained systems,

combining is performed only at the best node. This solves the problem of overhead

being proportional to the size of the cooperating cluster in the LRB schemes.

• In collaborative decoding scheme of Chapter4, information from all other nodes is

combined in each iteration. For example, all nodes broadcast the APPs for the LRBs
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requested by a node in the LRB scheme. In collaborative decoding for bandwidth-

constrained systems, information is carefully chosen from a select subset of nodes.

This is keeping in accordance with design principleP3 given in Section4.2.

• Unlike collaborative decoding of Chapter4, the amount of information combined

in each iteration is constrained in collaborative decoding for bandwidth-limited sys-

tems.

We next describe the two main cooperative schemes that will be compared in this

chapter. The first, which we call constrained-overhead incremental MRC (COI-MRC), is

an iterative form of maximal-ratio combining in which the overhead is constrained as ex-

plained above. The second scheme is a collaborative decoding scheme called the improved

least-reliable bits (I-LRB) scheme. Because of the complexity of this scheme, we first

provide an overview of it in Section6.1.2, and contrast it with the LRB scheme described

in Section4.1.1. We then develop the tools required for I-LRB, and provide a detailed

description of I-LRB in Section6.4.

6.1.1 Constrained-overhead Incremental MRC

Consider first an implementation of full MRC in a group of collaborating radios. Each

node (other than the best node) scales its received symbols by the fading gain, quantizes

them, and transmits them to the best node. As mentioned above, this would result in a

large overhead. A variant of this scheme that can offer even better performance than MRC

with lower overhead is incremental MRC (I-MRC). In incremental MRC, the cooperation

is done over several iterations.1 In iterationi, the node with thei + 1th largestµi trans-

mits information about all of its received symbols to the best node2 . Then the best node

1 We thank an anonymous reviewer of a previous paper for proposing this cooperative
scheme.

2 Note that for quasi-static fading channels the value ofµi is generally dominated by the
fading coefficient. If two nodes have similar fading coefficients, this approach allows us to
choose the one whose received information provides more confidence in decoding.
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combines that information with its own received symbols and any previously received in-

formation, decodes the message, and checks whether the message has decoded correctly.

If the message decodes correctly, the cooperative procedure terminates, and thus the aver-

age overhead of I-MRC is typically much less than MRC. In addition, because decoding

is performed after each information exchange, I-MRC can achieve a slightly lower error

probability than MRC.

Although I-MRC has a lower average overhead than MRC, the overhead in each iter-

ation consists of all of the received symbols from one node, and the maximum overhead is

the same as MRC. As explained above, it may be necessary to constrain the maximum over-

head. Thus, we introduce a constrained-overhead I-MRC (COI-MRC) scheme. In COI-

MRC, the overhead is constrained topNqNrx/R bits. We allow a total ofNiter = Nrx − 1

iterations, so in each iteration,pNqNrx/(RNiter) bits are exchanged. The information in

each iteration represents a set ofpNNrx/(RNiter) received symbols from the best node that

has not previously transmitted all of its received symbols. The set of symbols is uniformly

selected from the remaining set of symbols at that node. Once all of the symbols at a node

have been transmitted, then the next best node (in terms ofµi) will transmit information

for its received symbols.

After each round of information exchange, the best node uses MRC to combine the

new information with its previously received information. The best node then decodes the

message. If the message decodes correctly or if the maximum number of iterations has

been reached, collaboration ends. Otherwise, another iteration of information exchange is

performed.

6.1.2 Overview of Improved Least-Reliable Bits Collaborative Decoding

The MRC-based schemes are effective approaches for cooperation. However, these

schemes are “dumb” schemes in the sense that they do not utilize information that is avail-

able that could improve the performance for the same constraint on the collaborative over-

head. SISO decoders offer the ability to assess which bit decisions are reliable and which
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are unreliable. By first exchanging information that can improve the unreliable bit deci-

sions, we may be able to achieve a better tradeoff between overhead and performance.

The scheme that we propose is based on the least-reliable bits (LRB) schemes that

were described in Section4.1.1. In these LRB schemes, each node identifies the set of

bits with the least reliabilities (i.e., smallest magnitude of the APP LLR) and requests

information for these bits from every other node. Our technique improves on the prior

LRB schemes in several ways:

1. We request information at only the best node, so that the overhead from the informa-

tion requests is reduced.

2. We utilize the fact that the set of LRBs is often correlated, and we develop techniques

to avoid requesting too much information because of this correlation.

3. The set of nodes that respond to a request sent by the best nodes transmit quantized

values of their received symbols and not the APPs as in the LRB scheme. This

satisfiesP1 of the design guidelines in Section4.2.

4. The amount of information required to correct a bit depends on its reliability, so we

present a technique to adapt the amount of information based on a bit’s reliability.

This satisfiesP2 of the design guidelines in Section4.2.

5. All nodes do not respond to a request sent by the best node. When the best node

request for additional information about a trellis section, only the next best node

that has not already transmitted information about that trellis section transmits its

received symbols. Since coded symbols are combined starting with the second best

node, it is likely that the second best node will transmit more coded symbols than

another node. This satisfiesP3 of the design guidelines in Section4.2.

6. Not all bits that surround an unreliable bit will necessarily help to correct that bit,

so we present a technique to select the set of bits which are most likely to correct an

unreliable bit.
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7. LRB attempts to reduce cooperation overhead by targeting individual trellis sections

that decoded incorrectly. I-LRB reduces cooperation overhead by targeting compet-

ing paths through the trellis that potentially decoding incorrectly. By targeting the

competing paths, I-LRB has the potential to correct all the bit errors associated with

this path.

We refer to the new approach as the improved LRB (I-LRB) scheme. In this paper, we

demonstrate how the goals of the I-LRB scheme can be achieved for convolutionally en-

coded communications by utilizing information generated in the max-log-MAP implemen-

tation of the BCJR decoding algorithm. The details of I-LRB with convolutional codes are

given in Section6.4.

Recall that in I-LRB, the best receiver sorts the trellis sections according to the reliabil-

ities, and requests information from the other collaborating nodes to improve the decoding

of some set of least reliable bits. The LRBs will often occur in groups because they are

caused by the same error event, and thus it is only necessary to provide enough informa-

tion to correct the error event to correct all of the bit errors caused by that event. Moreover,

we show that some of the received symbols corresponding to a LRB may not be useful in

resolving the most likely error event. In the rest of this chapter, we first propose a sim-

ple analytical technique that can be used to determine how much information needs to be

transmitted for each least reliable bit. We then describe how the decoder can use informa-

tion about the ML and competing paths to decide which information can most efficiently

correct any bit errors in the LRBs. Finally, we provide a detailed description of the I-LRB

scheme for convolutionally encoded communications.

6.2 Estimation of Request Size

During the collaborative decoding process, the decoder must act under the assumption

that any LRB is in error, when in fact the error probability for even the least reliable bit

is generally less than 0.5 (otherwise, we would just invert that bit decision). Given the

reliability of a LRB, the decoder needs to estimate the amount of information that should
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be requested to correct the bit. The most likely error event for biti is the event that separates

cML andci
comp, which is given by

ei = cML ⊕ ci
comp,

where⊕ represents the XOR (addition or subtraction in a binary field) operator. For linear

convolutional codes, as considered in this paper,ei is a codeword.

The reliability in (5.3) can be further simplified as

Λi =
1

σ2
rT · (cML − ci

comp). (6.2)

If the channel from the distant transmitter to the collaborating cluster in Figure4-1 does

not have unit channel gains, then the reliability at thejth receiver can be expressed as

Λi,j =
1

σ2
a∗jr

T · (cML − ci
comp), (6.3)

where we have suppressed the dependence ofcML andci
compon the particular receiver num-

ber,j.

The decoder tries to estimate the amount of information required to change the deci-

sion from the ML path to the competing path (assuming that this will correct the error). Let

cML (k) andci
comp(k) denote thekth parity bit on the ML path and competing path for infor-

mation biti, respectively. IfcML (k) = ci
comp(k), then that parity bit does not provide any

distinction between the two paths in the trellis. Thus, requesting information about such

parity bits from the other collaborating nodes will not be helpful in resolving between these

two paths. In the most likely case, in which eithercML or ci
comp is the correct codeword, the

decoder will only improve its decision if additional information is received for those parity

bits for which the decisions of ML and competing codeword are different.

♦ Definition 2. Candidate set of parity bitsSi for trellis sectioni: The set of parity

bits for which the decisions of the ML codeword (cML ) and competing codeword (ci
comp)

are different.
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Si = {k : cML (k) 6= ci
comp(k)} = {k : ei(k) = 1} (6.4)

Once the candidate set of parity bits is obtained, the decoder tries to estimate the number

of parity bits from the candidate setSi that have to be requested from other nodes in order

for the decoder to decide in favor ofci
comp instead ofcML .

Let r∗ be the received vector after requestingκ coded symbols from another receiver3 ,

say receiver 2. The decoder estimates the minimum number of additional coded symbols

(κ) that will change the decision fromcML to ci
comp with probability greater than some

threshold. That is, after receiving the additional information, we desire a high probability

that

‖r∗ − ci
comp‖2 < ‖r∗ − cML‖2 (6.5)

=⇒ 2r∗T · (cML − ci
comp) < 0 (6.6)

=⇒ 2rT · (cML − ci
comp) +

∑
l∈η

η⊂Si,|η|=κ

2r
′
(l)(cML (l)− ci

comp(l)) < 0, (6.7)

whereη is the subset of the candidate set that has been transmitted in this iteration, andr
′

corresponds to the symbols received due to those transmissions; i.e.,r∗ = a1∗r + a2∗r′

(a∗2 is the conjugate of the fading coefficient at receiver 2). Using (6.3), we obtain2a∗1r
T ·

(cML − ci
comp) = 2σ2Λi, whereΛi is the reliability of trellis sectioni before combining.

Note that in the above equationscML andci
comp refer to the ML path and competing path

encountered in computing the soft-output for trellis sectioni before receiving additional

coded symbols from receiver 2.

As previously mentioned, the decoder assumes that the parity bits in the candidate set

are in error. Then we can calculate the required value ofκ under the assumption that the

3 r∗ is obtained by combining the original received vectorr and the additional symbols
using maximal-ratio combining.
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all-zeros CW has been transmitted, in which caseci
comp(l) = 1 andcML (l) = −1, ∀l ∈ Si.

Since the all-zeros CW is the true transmitted codeword,r′(l) ∼ N (a2, σ
2). Thus,

Xi ,
∑
l∈η

η⊂Si,|η|=κ

2a∗2r
′
(l)(cML (l)− ci

comp(l)) ∼ N (−4a2
2κ, 16a2

2κσ2).

Thus the decoder estimates that after the first-retransmission, correct decoding is made if

Xi < −2σ2Λi.

The decoder estimates the number of coded bitsκ for which information is required

from another receiver as follows,

min
κ

P (Xi < −2σ2Λi) ≥ Θ (6.8)

min
κ

Q

(
σ2Λi − 2a2

2κ

2
√

a2
2κσ2

)
≥ Θ, (6.9)

whereκ is the number of parity bits retransmitted andΘ is a predefined threshold. Thus,

the decoder estimates the number of bits to be retransmitted as the minimum number that

would cause the decoder to decide in favor ofci
comp instead ofcML with a probability that

is at leastΘ. This provides the minimum number of bits that is most likely to correct

bit i if it is in error. P (Xi < −2σ2Λi) will be referred to as thecorrection probability

after combining(Pc). Thus, the receiver requests the minimum number of coded bits such

thatPc exceedsΘ. Therefore, by request coded symbols forκ parity bits, I-LRB has the

potential to correct all the bits that chose the same competing path (i.e, decoded with the

same reliability). For example, assumeκ = 1, and that there are3 bits that decoded

with the same competing path. Suppose the additional copies of this1 coded symbol is

enough to flip the decision fromcML to ci
comp, then the bit decision at the3 trellis sections

that originally choseci
comp as the competing path will also change. Thus, I-LRB has the

potential to correct 3 bit errors by requesting only1 coded symbol. Note that LRB would

have requested for3 reliability values.
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Table 6-1: Instantaneous SNR estimation for trellis sections based on the average of the
instantaneous SNRs of the parity bits in the candidate set

Output label Output label Estimate
on trellis sectioni l on trellis sectioni of the instantaneous SNR

for cML for ci
comp for trellis sectioni

1 1 −1− 1 (|r0
i |+ |r1

i |)/2
−1 1 1− 1 ′′

−1 1 1 1 |r0
i |

−1 1 −1− 1 |r1
i |

6.3 Estimation of the Request Set

After the decoder estimatesκ from the candidate set, it needs to select the subset ofκ

parity bits inSi for which information will be requested from another receiver. We estimate

an instantaneous SNR for each trellis section involved in the error eventei that separates

cML andci
comp to decide the candidate set for collaborative exchange. The receiver sorts the

trellis sections in the error-event according to the instantaneous SNRs, and requests forκ

parity bits from the trellis sections with low SNRs.

The concept of instantaneous SNR was proposed in [44] for use in selecting which

symbols should be retransmitted in an ARQ scenario. Several different schemes were

considered in [44], and the one described here was found to offer the best performance.

If for a particular trellis sectioni, cML and ci
comp differ in only one parity bit, then the

instantaneous SNR of that section is equal to the absolute value of the received symbol

corresponding to that parity bit. If for a particular trellis sectioni, cML andci
comp differ

in both parity bits, then the instantaneous SNR of the trellis section is the average of the

instantaneous SNRs of the two parity bits. The receiver selectsκ parity bits corresponding

to trellis sections with the lowest SNRs from the candidate set. The instantaneous SNR of

a particular trellis section for different output labels oncML andci
comp is given in Table6-1.

Note that all possible output labels can be obtained by interchanging the output labels on

the ML and competing paths in each row of Table6-1.
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6.4 Detailed Description of I-LRB Collaborative Decoding

With the above approaches to estimate the request size and the request set, we can

describe I-LRB collaborative decoding in detail. Upon initiation of collaboration, the nodes

broadcast theirµs to determine the best receiver. Starting with the best receiver, let the

receivers be numberedRX1 to RXNrx . The second best receiverRX2, transmits its fading

coefficienta2 to RX1. RX1 needs the fading coefficient to estimate the number of coded

symbols that have to be requested.

Let the number of iterations in collaborative decoding be denoted byNiter. For the

results presented in this paper, we setNiter = Nrx − 1. Given the overhead constraint,

RX1 limits the number of bits that can be exchanged in each iteration topθMRC/Niter. In

each iteration,RX1 sorts the information bits according to the reliabilities, and obtains the

competing path for each LRB using the technique described in Chapter5.2.1. Then for

each LRB,

1. RX1 estimatesκ using (6.9).

2. RX1 obtains the candidate set and the set of parities to be requested based on the

instantaneous SNRs.

3. RX1 broadcastsκ, and the indices of the parity bits that need coded symbols from

another node.

4. For each bit index, the best node that has not previously transmitted information for

that bit will transmit information for that bit. Each node scales it received symbols

by the channel coefficient and broadcasts that information for a bit. Ifκ > |Si| (the

number of coded symbols required is more than the size of the candidate set), then

coded symbols are obtained from the next best receiver until a total ofκ symbols are

transmitted.

Consider an example to illustrate to illustrate step 4 above. Assume that the codeword

shown in bold in Figure6-1 is the competing path for biti and that the ML path is the all-

zeros path. Assume that this is the first iteration in which bits in this candidate set have been
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Figure 6-1: The code-trellis for the(5, 7) convolutional code with examples of the notation
used in this chapter.

selected to receive information from the collaborating nodes. For the sake of exposition,

assume that trellis sectionsi − 1, i, andi + 1 have increasing instantaneous SNRs in that

order. Ifκ = 2, information aboutci−1 will be obtained fromRX2. If κ = 3, information

aboutci−1 andc1
i will be obtained fromRX2. If κ = 7, coded symbols for all the parity bits

in the candidate set are obtained fromRX2, and coded symbols forci−1 are obtained from

RX3. Once the appropriate number of coded symbols are combined for the LRB,RX1

requests for coded symbols for the next LRB that has adifferentcompeting path. There

may be other adjacent trellis section with the same reliability. But by requesting forκ

parity bits, all the bits that had originally decoded with the same ML and competing paths

are corrected with a probability that is greater thanΘ. Hence, if multiple trellis sections

have the same competing path (and hence the same reliability), it is enough to consider

only one of them to compute the request set and request size. If the information received

is able to change the decision fromcML to ci
comp, then all the trellis section that chose the

same competing path will be corrected. Thus, I-LRB exploits time-correlated reliabilities

by not requesting information for all adjacent bits that decoded with the same reliability.
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As previously described, coded symbols for a particular trellis section from a particu-

lar collaborating nodes are only transmitted once. Using the previous example, assume that

the branch from state2 to state1 has already received coded symbols fromRX2 because

this branch was part of a different competing path for some other bit that had a reliability

less than that of biti. Then whenκ = 3, information for forci−1 andc1
i+2 will be obtained

from RX2 (assuming that coded symbols for these bits have not been obtained fromRX2

earlier). Also, if coded symbols forc1
i is required in the next iteration, it should be ob-

tained fromRX3, and notRX2. This procedure is repeated until a total ofpθMRC/Niter

bits are exchanged within the cluster. Note that this includes the bits required to index the

parity bits requested byRX1. In practice, all of the information requests can be performed

at the beginning of an iteration, followed by each receiver’s response starting fromRX2

to RXNrx . RX1 combines all of the received information with its previously received in-

formation using MRC (on a bit-by-bit basis). IfRX1 is able to decode correctly or the

maximum number of iterations has been reached, then the collaborative decoding process

terminates. Otherwise, another iteration of collaborating decoding is performed.

6.5 Results

In this section, we present the performance of our collaborative decoding scheme.

For all the results in this chaper, a rate1/2, memory-three, non-recursive, non-systematic

convolutional code with generator polynomials1 + D2 and1 + D + D2 ((5, 7) in octal

notation) is used for encoding at the distant transmitter. The message consists ofN = 900-

bit packets. For all the results, the channel between the distant transmitter and the cluster

of cooperating nodes is assumed to be a quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel, where the

fading is constant over each packet. For all results, the number of collaborating iterations

Niter = Nrx − 1.

The block error rate for I-LRB and COI-MRC is shown in Figure6-2 for different

number of collaborating nodes. For these results, a5% overhead constraint with respect to
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Figure 6-2: Probability of block error for different number of collaborating nodes when the
overhead constraint is fixed at5% of the overhead for MRC.

the overhead required for MRC was imposed. It is observed that I-LRB outperforms COI-

MRC for all sizes of the cooperating cluster shown. It is also seen that the gain offered by

I-LRB increases as the number of collaborating nodes increase. For example, with a target

block error rate of10−2, I-LRB outperforms COI-MRC by approximately2 dB when there

are 8 collaborating nodes. The performance of only one node (no cooperation) is also

shown for the sake of comparison. A single receiver achieves a block error rate of10−2

at around23 dB Eb/N0. Hence, cooperation using I-LRB provides a gain of around21

dB. The corresponding throughput for this scenario is shown in Figure6-3. It is seen that

throughput for I-LRB is larger than the throughput for COI-MRC for all the cases. At a

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of2 dB, and with eight collaborating receivers, I-LRB increases

the throughput by almost30% with respect to COI-MRC, and by350% with respect to a

single node.
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Figure 6-3: Throughput for different number of collaborating nodes when the overhead
constraint is fixed at5% of the overhead for MRC.

The block error rate of COI-MRC and I-LRB is compared in Figure6-4 for different

overhead constraints when there are eight collaborating nodes. The corresponding average

cooperation overhead is shown in Figure6-5. It is seen that I-LRB performs better than

COI-MRC both in terms of block error rate and cooperation overhead. In other words, I-

LRB achieves a lower block error rate with a lower cooperation overhead. The throughput

of eight collaborating nodes is shown in Figure6-6 for different overhead constraints. It

is seen that I-LRB offers consistently higher throughput than COI-MRC. The throughput

of I-MRC (COI-MRC with no overhead constraint) and that of a single receiver are also

shown. Though I-MRC has the best block error rate among all the schemes (see Figure6-

4), it has a lower throughput when compared to I-LRB or COI-MRC. Thus, it is clear that

I-MRC achieves good block error rate performance at the cost of higher overhead. It is also

observed that the throughput of I-LRB decreases when the overhead constraint is relaxed.

This implies that the gain in block error rate is not significant as more combining is al-

lowed in the cooperating cluster. The increase in overhead caused by relaxing the overhead
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Figure 6-5: Average cooperation overhead for COI-MRC and I-LRB with eight cooperating
nodes, and different constraints on the overhead.

constraint over-shadows the decrease in block error rate, leading to a lower throughput.

Thus, the I-LRB scheme is capable of providing a large increase in throughput with a very
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Figure 6-6: Throughput for COI-MRC and I-LRB with eight cooperating nodes, and dif-
ferent constraints on the overhead.

small overhead. This is because I-LRB targets the trellis-sections which are likely to be

in error, and adapts the amount of information combined for these sections based on their

reliabilities.

The average number of iterations required by the COI-MRC and I-LRB schemes is

shown in Figure6-7. It is seen that collaborative decoding is terminated faster in I-LRB

than in COI-MRC. Since the amount of information combined in each iteration is the same

in I-LRB and COI-MRC, and since I-LRB requires fewer iterations, the overhead of I-LRB

is smaller than that of COI-MRC (as shown in Figure6-5). For example, at an SNR of0

dB and a5% overhead constraint, I-LRB requires fewer than half the number of iterations

required by COI-MRC. It can be verified from Figure6-5 that the overhead of I-LRB is

indeed around50% of COI-MRC at 0 dB (for the5% constraint).
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

7.1 Conclusion

In this work, we have studied the idea of user cooperation from a decoding perspec-

tive. Our objective is to achieve good performance with low collaboration overhead. Our

schemes are based on a very simple idea. If the cooperating nodes have some information

about decoding at other nodes, the cooperation overhead can be significantly reduced. We

introduced a framework called collaborative decoding to help develop cooperation strate-

gies that are efficient in terms of the cooperation overhead. In any collaborative decoding

scheme, the cooperating nodes iterate between a process of information exchange and de-

coding. The information exchange portion of collaboration provides information about

decoding at a particular node to other nodes. The other nodes use this information to de-

cide what information to transmit. Collaborative decoding relies on the use of soft-input

soft-output (SISO) decoders. The magnitude of the output of the SISO decoder is called

thereliability and is an indication of the correctness of the decoded bit. In collaborative de-

coding, the nodes use reliability information from the SISO decoder to adapt the messages

that are exchanged among the cooperating nodes. This is the biggest difference between

collaborative decoding and conventional cooperation strategies wherein the information

exchanged during collaboration is predetermined and fixed. Unlike previous cooperation

strategies, collaborative decoding provides a convenient approach to trade performance for

overhead, and collaborative decoding scales easily to multiple cooperating nodes.

We also develop guidelines for the design of collaborative decoding strategies. We use

these guidelines and design a novel approach calledimproved least-reliable-bit(I-LRB)

collaborative decoding for user-cooperation in bandwidth-limited scenarios. The I-LRB

scheme has the advantage over previously proposed cooperation strategies in that it adapts
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the information exchanged in collaborative process based on thea posterioriprobabilities

at the decoding node. There are two levels of adaptation in I-LRB. First, I-LRB adapts

the set of bits for which information is requested based on the reliabilities. Second, for

each chosen trellis section, I-LRB adapts the number of coded-symbols exchanged based

on the reliability. I-LRB reduces the overhead by not combining coded symbols for all of

the trellis sections that correspond to a single error event.

The advantages of the I-LRB scheme come from exploiting information generated

in the BCJR decoder. We show that temporal correlation in reliabilities arise due to the

same choice of competing paths for different trellis sections. We show that the competing

paths can be explicitly calculated using computations that are already performed in the

decoder. By observing competing paths that occur in the decoder, I-LRB can request for

the minimum number of coded symbols that can correct all the trellis sections that choose

that competing path in their reliability computation. Simulation results show that I-LRB

achieves a lower probability of block error with a lower average collaborative information

exchange than the COI-MRC scheme. The results show that I-LRB can provide a30%-60%

improvement in throughput with respect to traditional cooperation schemes. The overhead

required for this improvement is less than5% of the overhead of traditional combining

schemes like MRC. Thus, I-LRB offers an efficient approach for collaboration when the

maximum collaborating overhead is constrained.

7.2 Directions for Future Research

We now present areas of potential research that can be pursued using the ideas present

in this dissertation.

• The performance of collaborative decoding can be studied in multiple access wireless

networks by abstracting the results in this dissertation into a network simulator. Since

collaboration among a group of nodes introduces interference in the network, it is

not clear if collaborative decoding can actually improve the throughput of the entire

network.
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• So far we have used fixed convolutional codes that are guaranteed to achieve the

minimum bit error rate among all the convolutional codes with the same constraint

length. We have not considered the issue of code design. It is not clear if a convo-

lutional code that provides the best error-performance in a single-user scenario will

also provide the best error performance in a cooperative setting. For example, we

found that a recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) code provides a lower prob-

ability of block error than an equivalent non-recursive convolutional code for the

same cooperation overhead. It will be interesting to study the reason behind this

observation.

• We have studied user-cooperation in a bandwidth-constrained setting. User-cooperation

can also be studied in an error-costrained system. In these systems, the nodes should

achieve a certain bit/block error rate through cooperation. We can compare collabo-

rative decoding to conventional cooperation schemes to see which technique achieves

the required error rate with the lowest overhead. One way to design a collaborative

decoding scheme for this system is compute the number of trellis sections for which

information is to be requested in order to achieve the target error rate. The closed

form expression for the bit error rate can be used to compute this. Using the closed

form approximation it is seen that a target bit error rate translates to a target mean

of the reliabilities. Thus, after a round of decoding, each node can compute its mean

of the reliabilities and then estimate how much information to request in order to

achieve the target mean.
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